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ABSTRACT

An experimental model of an electronic reference retrieval file. in
which all file entries are interrogated slmultaneously has been designed
and constructed. The principal purpose of this work is to demonstrate the
usefulness of a rapid-feedback, man-machine relationship in a data retrieval
system.

The experimental model (designated the AN/GSQ-81 Document Data Indexing
Set) is designed to store the indexes to 5,000 documents. Each document is

iven an accession nunber and is described by up to eight English words
descriptors) selected from a 3,000 word dictionary. The delivered model

contains a 1,000 word dictionary and the indexes to 1,100 documents. A
search question, consisting of one to eight descriptors in their natural
English form, is entered by means of an electric typewriter. The machine
indicates immediately whether or not any file item satisfies the search
question, and if so, how many file items respond. The machine then re-
solves multiple responses and types out the accession naber and full set
of descriptors of each responding document.

The docunent indexes and the words of the dictionary are stored i"
wiring patterns associated with arrays of linear ferrite magetic cores.
During entry of the search question, the dictionary gnetic store is in-
terrogated by the alphabetic code of each search word. If the word is not
contained in the dictionary, it is automatically rejected. After all words
of the search question have been entered, the document magnetic store is
interrogated by the search question in superimposed code form. Response to
a word validity test or to the file search in obtained in less than six
microseconds.

This equipnent can handle synonymous input descriptors and bas the
capability for automatically modifying the manually inserted search ques-
tion according to certain logical rules. New searches based on the modi-
fied search question (for example, substitution of a sto-also reference
for one of the original descriptors) are initiated autotically.
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1. Introduction

A. Dates of Development Program

All work related to the design, construction, and checkout of the experi-

mental model of the Multiple Instantaneous Response File described in this report

was carried out during the period from 23 May 1962 to 23 July 1963.

B. Background

During the period from 1 January 1960 to 31 July 1961 a study was made

of the feasibility of constructing a data retrieval file of very large capacity

ir which all the data are interrogated simultaneously. One characteristic of the

file was that it should be very large, containing the order of a million items of

inuormation. An item of information should -onsist of a single record, including

an identification number, an abstract and appropriate logical specificatioas.

Another important characteristic was that during a search, the entire file should

be tested instantaneously (this requirement precluded the use of a serial search),

The response time for all items responding to the search question should approach

zero. The response should corsist of the item identification number and index

data in the form of an abstract.

During the study, general concepts for solving the search problem were

developed. Codes and searching techniques suitable for such a file were examined

and a simple and efficient testing algorithm for distinguishing between simulta-

neously responding items (multiple responses) was originated. Also several

physIcal realizations suitable for such an index file were investigated. It was

concluded from the study that the development of a data retrieval file having the

stated specifications was feasible and that a magnetic implementation of the file

wilh permanent storage of file information was attractive.

*nis study va sponsored by Rome Air Developmint Center under Contract
AFO(602)-2142. Refer to report RADC-ER-61..23, "Multiple Instantaneous
Response File," by J. Goldberg et l., August 1961. ASTIA Report 4 AD 266 169.



Dhrin; tho *inal quarter of the study contract the preliminary design of

an experimental model to demonstrate the essential features ,f a Multiple InsLan-

taneous Response File was worked out. It was concluded that a model containing

the order of 20,000 file items would be large enough to provide significant results

and could be developed tor a reasonable cost. These conclusions formed the basis

for the specifications of the experimental model developed under the present

contract.

C. Original Specifications of the Experimental Model

The experimental model described in the original proposal for research

and the resulting contract has the following specifications:

(1) The size of the MIRF file shall be 1,000 items with design

provisions for expansion to 5,000 items.

(2) Each item in the MIRF file shall be indexed by not more than 8

descriptors. A descriptor is an English word having 10 or fewer letters.

(3) Encoding of the items shall be accomplished by utilizing superim-

posed coding.

(4) The design of the superimposed code shall be adequate to represent

a maximum of 3,000 descriptors.

(5) At least two descriptors shall be used in an interrogation.

(6) A dictionary file capable of holding 3,000 descriptors shall be

provided as a part of the experimental model. Entries in the dictionary shall

be one of the following types:

(a) Primary descriptor. A primary descriptor is one that

can be used in indexing an item in the file. It can be used

in composing the search quiz and can appear in the printed

output of items that respond to a search.

(b) Synonym. A synonym is a descriptor whose meaning is

synonymous with one of the primary descriptors. It can be

used in composing the search quiz, but is not used to

2
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describe an item stored in the file and cannot appear

in the printed output.

(c) Variations on primary descriptor.

(i) A special character, such as an asterisk, may

be associated with a primary descriptor.

(ii) A "see-also" reference to another primary

descriptor may be associated with a primary descriptor.

(iii) Both a special character and a "see-also" refer-

ence may be associated with a primary descriptor.

(7) The dictionary store shall use the same techniques as the MIRF file

and shall include circuits for:

(a) Translating search criteria in English into the

code form required for the internal search of the file.

(b) Translating the descriptor serial number arrived at

during a search of the file into its English counterpart.

(c) Recognizing asterisk or "see-also" reference symbols

associated with descriptors.

(d) Matching corresponding primary descriptors and

synonyms and corresponding descriptors and "see-also"

references.

(8) In response to an Interrogation, the machine shall provide the

following information:

(a) A YES or NO answer as to whether any stored item

matches the Interrogation criteria.

(b) An approximate numerical count of the number of

YES responses.

(c) The descriptors of all it... associated with the YES

responses. The descriptors of several simultaneously

responding Item may appear in time sequence.

3



(d) The accession numbers of all the items

associated with the YES responses.

NOTE: The YES/NO response and the number of Yes

responses shall be displayed visually. The

accession number and the lilst of descriptors of

the first, and each subsequent YES response shall

be printed out on the same typewriter that is

used for quiz entry. The format of the printed

output information shall be determined jointly by

PADC and SRI.

(9) In addition to the capability of resolving multiple responses to a

search quiz, the model shall be capable of demonstrating the following logical

operations:

(a) Handling of synonyms. When a synonym is used in composing

the search quiz, the machine shall automatically substitute

the appropriate primary descriptor for the synonym and carry

out the search on the primary descriptor.

(b) Modification of search quiz by "see-also" reference, When

a descriptor having an associated "see-also" reference is used

In composing the search quiz, the machine shall automatically

initiate a new search (after the one on the original search quiz

has been completed) in which one of the original descriptors has

been replaced by its "see-also" reference. For purposes of

demonstration, it shall be considered adequate to perform only

one additional search and to choose arbitrarily the first input

descriptor having a "see-also" reference as tae one to be re-

placed in forming the new search quiz. To aid in separating the

printout of the first search from the printout of the automatically

initiated search, the "see-also" reference descriptor shall be

printed as a heading for the second printout.

4



(c) Generation of new search quiz. The machine shall

generate a new search quiz in which new search descriptors

are selected from the descriptors of items that respond to

the original search. For purposes of demonstration, it

shall be considered adequate to generate a new search cycle

by selecting descriptors with asterisks from itQms that

match the original search quiz. In particular, the "asterisk"

search quiz shall be formed by retaining the first descriptor

that is typed into the MIRF during composition of the

original quiz and combining with it one asterisked descriptor

(different from all the original descriptors) from an item

that responds to the original quiz. An asterisk search cycle

shall consist of no more than two automatically initiated

searches (for example, a search based on a quiz formed by

combining the retained descriptor with an asterisked descriptor

from the first responding item, and one based on the combination

of the retained descriptor with an asterisked descriptor from the

second responding item). To aid in separating print outs of

successive searches, the two descriptors used in an asterisk

search shall be printed as a heading for the asterisk search printout.

D. Changes in Specifications

During the first quarter several changes in the original specifications

werl made.

(1) Use of asterisk on descriptors. During the selection (at RADC) of

documents for the MIRF file, it was found desirable to attach the asterisk symbol

to a descriptive word based on Its use in a particular document, rather than to

make a fixed assignment of an asterisk to a word. It was agreed to make this

change in the use of the asterisk.

Letter to Mr. Ronald Ferris from fir. S. L. Younker, dated 13 August 1962.
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(2) Phrase descriptors. In selecting documents (at RADC) for the UIRF

file, it was found very desirable to allow the use of phrases of two or more

words in describing a document. Hlowever, in order to prevent additional costs,

it was required that no significant change be made in the model to accommodate

phrases. To meet these conflicting demands, it was agreed that phrases would

be used in a limited way.

(a) Characteristics of Descriptors

(i) Definition of Descriptor. The descriptors used

In the MIER model shall be composed of English words

containing ten or fewer alphabetic characters. The

use of two or more words to form a conceptual entity

(descriptor) shall be permitted. Thus, a descriptor

may be either a single word or a "phrase" of several

words.

(i1) Restrictions on Descriptors. Only single word

descriptors shall be in the special operations: synonym

substitution and the automatically initiated searches.

Phrase descriptors must not be associated in any way

with a synonym, see also, or asterisk expreesion.

(b) Operation of Eperimental Model with Respect to Descriptors

(i) Descriptor Input. The model shall have the

capability of accepting either a single word or

phrase descriptor. The human operator will be required

to type a coma after each input descriptor In the

search question except the last descriptor. In this case

be will be permitted to type a period. Whenever a phrase

descriptor ts typed in, the operator will enter a space

betwaee the words of the phras-.

"UMstWr to W. Rom1 Forris ftm Nr. 2. 1" Younemr# 4ato 1.3 JI 19Q6.
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(ii) Print-out of DescriptorL.. The model shall have

the capability of distinguishing between single word and

phrase descriptors for purposes of print-out. The descri-

ptors of a responding document shall be separated by comeas

in the print-out format, and the words of a phrase shall

be separated by spaces.

(iii) Searching an Input Question. The search that results

from an input question shall be based on the words (not

descriptors) used in the search question. So far as search-

ing is concerned, the model will not be capable of distin-

guishing between single word and phrase descriptors. Because

of this a simple change in the specification of the asterisk

search is necessary. Instead of retaining the first

descriptor (as defined above), the first word should be re-

tained. Instead of comparing the asterisked descriptor

from the responding docu t with the input descriptors,

compare It with the Input words.

(c) Iffect on Capacity of Dictionary. Because the definition

of a descriptor has been changed to Include phrases, the capacity

of the dictionary file will be less than 3,000 descriptors. Now-

ever, the capacity of the dictionary in terms of words will not

change. The dictionary will still have the capacity for 3,000

words, and these words may be used to form descriptors as desired.

3. Note on the Material Presented in this Report.

In the body of this report ephasis is placed on a description of the

espertmoetal model of the Multiple Znsatanetams Rhsponse File. Information on

related work performed under this contract, such as processing the raw data for

1100 docuneto that were supplied by VADC, Is contained in a set of appeadizee.

7



2. Sumeary

The development of an experimental model of a Multiple Instantaneous

Response File has been completed successfully. The experimental equipment con-

tains more than 1,000 document indexes in its document file. The descriptors

used in the document indexes are rhosen from a dictionary of 1,000 words that is

also part of the equipment. The logical, circuit, and mechanical designs of the

model provide for a simple expansion to 5,000 document indexes and to a 3,000 word

dictionary. Experience with the equipment during the checkout phase indicates

that expansion to the design figures could be accomplished with little difficulty.

The specifications on a manually initiated search (listed in detail above)

are satisfied by the experimental equipment. Excellent communication between a

human operator and the machine has been experienced. The operator is required

only to enter a search question as a group of English words by typing them on a

conventional typewriter and to observe the results of the search typed out in

simple format on the same typewriter. Translatjon of the English words into

machine coding during the input phase and from coded machine responses into

English words during the output phase are performed automatically. The require-

men:'. for modification of the manually inserted search question and the automatic

initiation of new searches have also been satisfied. Experience with the machine

shows that the see-also substitution is an important feature. Usually the addit-

ional see-also special search obtains pertinent additional responses relative to

the original search and in some cases pertinent responses are obtained from the

see-also search when there are no responses to the original search.

The experimental Ikitiple Instantaneous Response tile Is an all-solid state

equipment. Transistor drive circuits capable of supplying two ampen•3 of current

to masret., circuits, special discriminating amplifiers capable of cperating

reliably with a poor signal-to-noise ratio input signal, and transistor logic

circuits tailored to the requirements of the system (high reliability, low cost,

sad moderate speed) were designed and constructe4, About 300 current drive

I



transistors, 2500 logic transistors, 2500 printed gate circuits (a group of 6

resistors, 2 capacitors and their interconnecting wiring on a passive substrate)

and 5000 diodes are used in the system.

The documents that are stored in the experimental model were selected by the

sponsor from ASTIA Technical Abstract Bulletins (TABs). The information concerning

the selected documents was supplied by the sponsor in the form of a marked TAB

abstract. Considerable effort was expended in reducing the raw data to a form

that could be stored in the memory of the equipment. First, the relevant data

from the TAB abstracts were reproduced in punched card form. Then computer

programs were written for taking this raw data and preparing the data for each

document to be stored in the machine (coded information for the accession number,

the descriptors, and the search logic). The computing was carried out on the

Control Data Corporation model 160-A. The resulting set of punched cards was

used in special wiring arrangement that prepared the information that was stored

in the machine. One punched card containing all the detailed Information for one

document was inserted into a punched card reader whose outputs were connected

to a wiring jig. For each document a unique set of ltghts iD the wiring jig

was turned on and a wiring path was established. Be means of the computer

handling of the raw data and the special attention given to the wiring arrange-

ment, the errors in wiring the document information Vrereduced to the order of

I error in more than 7,000 operations.

9



3. The Exp'-rimental Model

A. General Description

(1) Funet tons of the Document Data Indexing Set

The AX/JGSQ..3 Document Data Indexing Set is basically a file of

document indexes and a means of retrieving particular document indexes of interest.

This model contains the indexes of approximately 1000 documents that have been

selected from the ASTIA Technical Abstract Bulletin. Each document is indexed by

an accession number and a group of key words that describe the contents of the

document. The vocabulary required to describe the 1000 stored documents contains

about 1000 words. For the purpose of translating between the English fomof these

words and the coded form used inside the machine, a dictionary of 1000 words is

contained In the equipment. The basic design of the data indexing set provides for

expansion of 5000 document indexes and a 3000 word vocabulary.

The basic function of the document data indexing set is to permit the

retrieval of document indexes that are related to particular subjects of interest.

It allows an operator to ask a question about what is contained in the file in

the form of a group G.' Rnglish words by typing tbese words on an ordinary type-

writer. T machine compares the word used in the search question with the words

that are used to describe the documents that are contained in the file. The

comparison between the search words and the documents is made for all documents

sioultanetusly. The machine instantaneously determines if any documents in the

file Include the search question. If there are none. the machine indicates visually

that therv is no response. If there is at least one, the machine counts the

number of responding docusments and indicates visually this number. Then it types

out the indexes of all responding documents on the same typewriter that was used

to ask the question. There is essentially no delay between the signal that

starts the search and the beginning of typing out the responding documents.

b-cause the results are Imlkately available, and because they have enough

useful information to give a good idea of what each document is about, this

1@
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document data indexing set makes it feasible to start the document search with a

general question and to use the information received to define a more specific

question. In this way it is possible to "home in" quickly on the documents of

special interest.

This equipment has the capability for automatically modifying the search

question inserted by the human operator and initiating a new search. In one typq

of machine initiated search, the original search question is modified by information

associated with the input question. If any of the input words have attached to

them a "see also" reference, that "see also" reference will be substituted for

the original woru to form the new search question. A second kind of machine

initiated search uses information obtained from responding documents to modify

the original search question. In this case, words appearing in responding docu-

ments that are marked by an asterisk are stored in the machine memory and later

are used to replace a word In the original search question.

(2) Logical Organization of the Document Data Indexing Set

The logical organization of the Document Data Indexing Set is

illustrated by Fig. 1. Information pertaining to the document indexes and to the

key words used In the document Indexes is contained in major units called ¥IRN.

A MIRF is basically a magnetic memory tn which information is permanently stored

is the wiring associated with the magnetic cores. The Document MIRIP is the prin-

cipal elemant of the system. It contains for each stored document index the

document accession number and the key words (in coded form) that describu that

document as well as a search code field that is used in the searching process.

The Dictionary MIR? translates during the input phase of operation from the

alphabetic code of the English word descrtptor that is entered from the typewriter

to the binary serial number assigned to that English word for use inside the

machine. During the output phase of operation, the Dictionary KIRh translates

from the binary serial number of a word that is obtained during a search to the

1I
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Figure 1. Simplified Block Diagram of MIRW Experimental Model
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alphabetically coded form of that word.

After the binary serial number of an input English word has been generated,

this binary number is translated by a lofftcal process In the Search Code Generator

into a search code that is assigned to the particular English word. The search

codes of successive words of a search question are superimposed by adding them

together logically. When the search question is complete, the superimposed search

code of the question is compared with the superimposed code section of the Document

MIRF. Each document index whose search field includes the superimposed code of

the search question is said to respond to the question. By a process that is

described laterpthe accession number of a particular responding document is

generated. Then the binary serial numbers of the English words contained in the

document index are generated one at a time. By means of the Descriptor Selector

each serial number is transmitted to the dictionary MIRF, where it is translated

to the alphabetic code of the English word.

(3) Equipment

The AN/GSQ-81 Document Data Indexing Set is a solid state machine.

Storage of document index information is provided by arrays of linear ferrite

cores in the MIRF units. Drive currents to the magnetic cores are furnished by

transistor switches and the output voltages from the core arruys are amplified

by transistor amplifiers. All logical processes and control of operations in the

MIRF units are performed by transistor logic circuits. Solid state power supplies

are also used.

A front view of the document data indexing set is shown in Fig. 2

The main equipment cabinet, the input-output typewriter, the auxilliary typewriter

cabinet and the display and control unit can be seen in this photograph. Figure 3

shows a closeup view of the control area. The input-output equipment, the INVAC

Model TNP200, consists of the typewriter and the equipmect cabinet seen at the

left of the table. An IBM Selectric Typewriter is used in this equipment.

13
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Behind and above the typewriter can be seen the operator's display and control

panel. Fanfold paper that is to be fed into the typewriter is stored in the

bottom of the cabinet on which the display and control panel is mounted.

Figur;. 4 shows a rear view of the equipment cabinet with the doors

removed. The righthand portion of the cabinet contains logic circuits for control

of Lhe system, arranged in modules of plug-in transistor logic boards. The

dictionary MIRF unit is contained in the center portion of the cabinet. Directly

beneath the MIRF unit are two modules of drive circuits which provide current to

the MIRF. In the left portion of the cabinet are the document MIRF and the

transistor circuits for providing drive currents to it. It will be observed

that space has been allowed for one additional MIRF unit in the center section

and for two additional MIRF units in the lefthand section. This is to provide

for the expansion of the dictionary to 3,000 words and expansion of the document

index MIRF to 5,000 document indexes.

A closer view of the logic and control section is shown in Fig. 5.

Here the inside door on which the transistor circuits are mounted has been opened

to show the wired side of the transistor modules. All connections to the connector

pins have been made by the wire wrap method. Additional modules of transistor

circuits used in the over-all control can be seen inside the cabinet; these art

mounted on an auxilliary door that opens from the front of the equipment cabinet.

A front view of the cabinets that house the MIRF units and their

drivers is shown in Fig. 6. Here the document MIRF unit has been pulled out to

show it in its extended position. Below the MIRF units the wiring side of the

transistor drive modules can be seen.

B. System Design

(1) Magnetic Implementation of the MIRF Unit

The MIRF units of the document data indexing set are built according

16



Figure I. ier View of Wiiaiant cabimit (door* romov.4)
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to an idea that vas generated during the earlier study contract * .This scheme,,

called the diode-Dimond ring realization for UKE?, has the joroperties of an

associative nmaryx. Information Is stored in unique wiring patterns associated

with an array of linear ferrite coree as Illustrated by Fig. 7. Bach itew of

stored Informat ion (a docamnt iadez in the document SIR? or a descriptor in the

dictionary MUll) is represented by a conductor that passes through or around each

associated core In a unique pattern determined by the information it contains.* In

series with each conductor is a diode. The cathodes of many diodes are connected

together to forn the Input to a detector amplifier. Notice that one core Is

required for each bit of Information but that each core can be associated with a

particular bit of many Item conductors.

Each coreMe asn Input winding that can be selected by means of a

switch. All aorese whoe seLector switch is closed will be energized when a

drive pulse to applied. A volt"g* will he Induced in each Item conductor that

threabe em seergimed core, hot sovoltage will be Induced in conductors that do

not thread the core. A test can be maueon the information stored In many cores

by selecting a particular set Of cOwes and energizing them. in order for an item,

to match the test Sat ormti*m Its coandctor most pass outside of every emergi med

note. 7b n volt*"e will be generated In the item wire, sad the Laput to the

detector amlifier will be bold near grome tbnfqh the Item diode. Voltages

Will be lomamed in the coadvatere .1 Itme that do mot match the test; the polarity

Of theme voltags to eb"se to bash-bi asth associated diodes. It so Item matches

the tent inS m slm a voltag will be iudeed In evesy Item conductor and every

diede will abaeb-i d US laps to the Oeteter will then bosm a

$1"iefistur mawatve volftae. Ift the pswesm or absenee ot desired stored

iafente eonh. ete. byapplying the drive wwreats to a particular sot

a immeies. Mhi ts a tumalen st sa asseel&iv or' soatest addressed memory to

Sme fimal repast Bm30441U3, e arede Contract AI 30(602)-2142a
'bitipleGM Iatm s s00aVl~ by J. ft*e aed others, dated
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indicate the presence or absence of certain information based on the detailed

contents of a search question without regard to the actual location (or address)

of that information.

Now consider in more detail how a bit of information of a search

question is compared with information in a NIRF unit. Figure 8 Illustrates how

a test to determine whether or not the test bit is included in the stored informa-

tion is made. This circuit is typical of those used in the superimposed section

of the documnt MIRF. One core is used to store the k.h bit of anwy items.

The kth bit of the search question is stored in a flip-flop whose ONE side is

connected by way of an AND gate to a drive amplifier which in turn is connected

to the primary winding of the kth core. The conductor of an Item whose k bit

Is equal to ORC (conductor #1) passes outside the kth core. On the other hand,

the conductor of an item whose kth bit is equal to ZERO (conductor #2) threads

the core. If the flip-flop stores a ONE, the primary winding of the core will

be energized when the tiatng pulse is applied to the AND gate. A voltage will

be induced in cohductor #2 (indicating a mismatch) but none will be induced in

coaeft-tor #1 (indicating a match). If the flip-flop stores a ZZO, the primary

wtbd.ng will not be energised because the timing pulse will be blocked at the

AMD gate, So no voltage will be induced In either conductor mnd a match will be

Ivdicated an both lines. Therefore it tan be seen that a stored OIM bit includes

both a test OUR and a test Z0, while a stored Z M bit Includes only a test

2W.

The circuit for teoting for identity between the test bit and the

iaformation stored is the IlIW is shown In Fig. 9. This circutt is typical of

tbese used is the alphabei dtscrip-or portion of the dictionary MISI. The

th thJ bit of easy item is stored in a pair ocores cAadaJe The bit of

the test q"etiom is stored in a flip-flop. It this case both the OW anod

sides of the flip-flop are connected to AND gate whose outputs control drive

lali~ets tbat are conected to the primary wiadLs of corme dA " ?be

mm mm mA
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conductor of an item whose jth bit Is OB (ccad"-tor #1) bypasses core JA while

the conductor of an item whose jth bit Is a ZERO threads core JA" The threadong

of core j by the two conductors is the reverse of the wiring of core JA. If

the flip-flop stores a ONX, the primary winding of core JA will be energized

when the timing pulse occurs. No voltage will be induced in conductor #1 (a

match indication) but a voltage will be induced in conductor #2 (a mismatch

indication). If the flip-flop stores a ZERO, the primary winding of core JB will

be energized. In this case, a voltage will be induced in conductor #1 but not in

conductor #2. Thus it can he seen that the bit stored in the MIRF must match

the test bit identically for a match indication to be obtained.

(2) Relation of MIRF's and the Associative Registers

The major parts of the system are shown in the logical block

diagram of Fig. 10. The HMIF units are central to the system. Associated with

each MIRF unit is a set of drive amplifiers and a match detector. Information

to be gated into a MIlF unit by way of the drive amplifiers is held in flip-flop

registers. An interrogation of a MID.? unit consists of applying a particular

pa t tern of drive voltages to the primaries of the cores of tne MIRF and observing

the output of the match detector. One output voltage level indicates a match

between the interrogation and the information contained in the MIRF, and the other

output voltage level indicates some riegree of mismatch between the two. The

output of the match detector is tvpically used to modify the contents of a

flip-flop register.

Consider now the relationship between the document MID.F and the

associated flip-flop regibters. The document accession number is held in a

17 bit flip-flop register. Both outputs (ONE and ZERO) of each flip-flop are

connected to drive amplifiers which in turn are connected to primary windings of

cores in the document M1IRF. So 34 drive amplifiers and 34 cores are used in the

accessioL number portion. The search code of an input question is held in an

80 bit flip-flop register. The ONE side of each flip-flop is connected to a
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drive amplifier which supplies current to thE primary winding of a core in the

MIRF. Hence, 80 amplifiers and 80 cores are used in the search code portion.

The binary serial numbers of words associated with a document are held in a 120

core portion of the document MIRF. The binary serial numbers are never used in

an interrogation of the document MIRF and so do not have to be held in an external

flip-flop register. For this reason a separate drive amplifier does not have to

be associated with each of the 120 cores. The number of drive amplifiers for

this section is reduced substantially by using coincident voltage selection of

cores. An 8 by 15 selection matrix including 23 drive amplifiers is used.

Next consider the dictionary MIRF. The alphabetic code of an

input wora is held in a 50 bit flip-flop register. Both the ONE and ZERO sides

of each flip-flop is connected to a drive amplifier which is associated with a

core in the alphabetic code portion of the MIRF. Thus 100 drive amplifiers and

100 cores are used in the alphabetic portion. The serial number of a word is

held in a 13 bit flip-flop register. Again both sides of each flip-flop are

connected to drive amplifiers which are connected to primary windings of cores

in the MIRF. Therefore 26 drive amplifiers and 26 cores are used in the input

word serial number portion of the dictionary MIRF. The serial number of a see-

also reference that is associated with an input word is generated by gating the

decoded output of a counter to the dictionary MIRF. Thirteen amplifiers and 13

cores in the MIRF are required for this purpose.

(3) Basic Operations Using the MIRF's

Two types of operations involving the MIRFs are basic to the

operation of this Document Data Indexing Set. One operation tests to see if

certain information is contained in the MIRF. The other uses information that

is contained in the MIRF to generate a number in a flip-flop register external

to the MIRF proper. Examples of these basic operations are given in the

following paragraphs.
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(a) Testing of Information Contained in a MIRF

(i) Dictionary MIRF. During the input of English

words to form a search question, the dictionary MIE

is tested to see if the input word is contained in

the vocabulary (that is, if it is a valid descriptor).

This is done by gating the contents of the alphabetic

descriptor register to the 100 drive amplifiers assoc-

iated with the alphabetic portion of the MIRF. As a

result, 50 drive amplifiers will be energized and 50

primary windings in the MIRF will carry current. If

one of the stored words has a bit pattern in the

alphabetic portion that matches the energized set of

primaries, the match detector will indicate a match

condition. If the two are not identical, the match

detector will indicate a mismatch condition. The

output of the match detector is used to determine the

next step in the logical sequence. It is important to

note that the test is applied to the entire dictionary

MIRF simultaneously and that a match or mismatch signal

for the entire MIR" is obtained in about 5 microseconds.

(ii) Document MIRF. After all words of the search

question have been typed, the superposition of their

search codes is held in thi search code accumulator.

At the beginning of the actual search operation the

flip-flops of the search code accumulator are gated to

their associated drive amplifiers. A particular set

of drive amplifiers is energized and current flows in a

corresponding set of primary windings in the superimposed
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code field of the document MIRF. If the

detailed bit pattern represented by the energized

primaries is included in any of the superimposed fields

of the stored document indexes, a match condition is

indicated by the match detector. If not, a mismatch

indication is given. The test is made on the entire

contents of the document MIRY simultaneously and a

YES/NO response is obtained in about 5 microseconds.

It should be pointed out that the criterion for

match is inclusion, not identity. & document index

includes the search question If the following conditions

on the superimposed search code portion of the index

are satisfied. First, for every bit of the index

search field that is a ONE, the corresponding bit of

the search question is either a ZEN) or OXE. Second#

for every bit of the index search field that is a

ZERO the corresponding bit of the search question Is

a ZZRO. (in other words a binary OnE includes both a

ONE and a ZIRO, but a binary ZERO does not Include a

binary ONE).

(b) Generating Numbers by the MIRF Process

(1) Dictionary MIRF. The generation of th. serial

number of a see-also reference illustrates this

operation. Assume that an Eglish word having a

see-also reference has been typed In and that the

test for valid descriptor is true. The fact that a

match Is obtained when the alphabetic descriptor

register Is gated to the MlIR effectively isolates one

line in the dictionary NtR?. By gating the alphabetic

descriptor register to the MIRF and at the same time
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causing current to flow In the primary minding of

a core that is outside the alphabetic code portion of

the INRF, the binary value associated with that core for

the selected line can be determined. The presence of

current In the additional winding tests for a binary

01 in that position. If the match detector indicates

a match, the value is indeed 09E. However if a mismatch

In obtained, the value mist be ZERO. So the sequence

for generating the serial number of a see-also reference

is as follows. First the flip-flop vegister that will

eventually hold the serial number Is cleared to all

Ois. Then the alphabetic descriptor register is gated

to Its drive amplifiers and a drive amplifier associa-

ted with the parity bit of the serial number is energized.

The output of the match detector is observed. If a

match condition Is observed, it Is known that the parity

bit is actually a OKI and the parity bit flip-flop in

the serial number register is not changed. If a mis-

match is observed It is known that the parity bit is

ZERO and the parity bit flip-flop in the seri'.al number

register is changed to ZERO. The next step is to

emergiso the drivers associated with the alphabetic

4descriptor register and a driver associated with the

least significant bit of the serial number. Again the

output of the match detector is observed and the flip-

flop assigned to the least significant bit is either

allowed to stay at OII or is thanged to a ZEUO. This

procedure continues for 13 steps. At the end of this



time the 12 bit serial number and its parity bit

will have been generated and stored in the serial

number register.

(ii) Document MIRF. The generation of serial numbers of

words contained in responding document indexes is similar

to the procedure just described. In this case the

accession number register drivers and a driver that

corresponds to a particular bit in the word serial

number portion of the document MIlF are energized.

Before the sequence begins the serial number register

is cleared to all OUffs. The first step Is to determine

the value of the parity bit by gating the accession

number register number and the proper circuits in the

word selection matrix. The output of the document

match detector Is observed and the parity flip-flop

of the serial number register to left at ONE or changed

to ZUO depending upon whether the match detector

output is a match or a mismatch. The remaining par' of

the word serial number is generated in twelve successive

steps.

C. Circuit Design

(1) Introduction

Three principal types of transistor circuits are used in the

document data indexing set: transistors used as switches to drive the primary

windings of the MIRY cores, descriminator-amplifier circuits to accept the voltage

generated on the secondary windings of the IBRF cores (this is the match detector

circuit) and transistor logic circuits for the over-all control of the VM31

operations. It was decided to design all three types at SRI. The first two are

special circuits and could not be bought from commrcial suppliers. Logic circuits
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could be bought from outside suppliers but it was believed that a superior and

less expensive job could be done by retaining the design in our laboratory.

Excellent performance of logic circuits during the checkout of the experimental

equipment has verified this position.

(2) Logic Circuits

(a) Selection of Basic Circuit. Two types of transistor

logic circuits were considered intensively for the

MID? system. The first was diode transistor logic

(lrL), and the second was reslstor-transistor logic (RTL).

Both types have found extensive use in co mercial computing

equipment either separately or in compatible association.

Both types have unique advantages and disadvantages which

were carefully weighed in choosing a circuAt type for the

MIRF system. The decision to use RML was based primarily

on the cost advantage which it provides in this particular

system at the relatively slow speeds involved. Let us

consider each type of logic system in some detail to see

how this cost advantage Is obtained.

A typical diode transistor logic circuit is shown in

Fig. 11-A. A circuit of this type was used, for example,

In the Air Force MUD-l system, portions of which were

designed at SRI in 1959. The RIL circuit designed for the

MID? system is shown in Fig. lI-S. D'L circuits have several

notable advantages over EEL circuits, chiefly the following.

For a gives operating speed , the gain-bandwidth product

required of the transistor is much less than that required

In the XrL circuit. This speed advantago arises primarily

because of the spe-Wp capacitor which Is used In the VIL
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Figure 11A. A Typical U1TL Circuit
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case. Secondly, the excellent isolation provided by the

input diodesDrather than input resistors, permits very large

fan-ins to be realized in DT. Th~e worst-case fan-in, for

a given fan-out, is actz.Liy 9o larga that it ts not useful.

However, the excessive fan-in can be traded for relaxed

tolerances on resistors, power supplies, and devices. This

trade-off makes the unit cost on parts and devices for the

VTL circuit relatively low. The cost of a diode, however,

is still greater than the cost of an input resistor, so

that at least a portion of the cost advantage of tL using

conventional componants is offset.

At this point it appears that UiM. circuit's are mscr

economical than RTL. If we were to assemate the VIRF logic

cards out of conventional components on a :tandars pointed

circuit board, sucL. # conclusion would be correct. For the

KTM circuit one is forced to purch4ts a higher-Apeed transis-

tor (at higher cost), and to i*4•,ze &,re zringent tolerances

on the components (again at higher cost) in order to achieve

equIvalent performance and reliabiliiy. If one considers

nos-conventional component*, however, the situatlar, is entirely

different. We are able to purck.,ie all the passive components

shown in Fig. 11-5, plus some addttional capacitors and

resistors for making tlip-flops and shift r"Isters, for

omly SO.30. These components ve screened on a pasive

substrate to a tolerance of 3% for the resistors (5% design

tolerance) and 10% for the cspacitors. The substrates are

encapsulated with a durs. costing, sad are ready for osut taIg

to a printed circuit card via t,,tr projectiO4 loads.
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Mechanical and electrical specifications of the element

used in the logic circuits are shown in Fig. 12. The

economy of the passive substrate approach is such that

even the added cost of a higher-frequency transistor is more

than compensated. Total component cost of the RTL circuit

is approximately 85% that of the DTL circuit. In addition,

further economies are obtained because of the time saving

obtained in mounting a single substrate rather than a large

number of individual components to the printed circuit

board.

It must be emphasized that no sacrifices were made in

operating speed or potential reliability of the final

circuitry. Since the operating frequency of the MIRF

system is relatively low (50 kc) a suitable transistor is

available (the 2N2401) which is easily capable of 100 kc

and higher frequencies, even with RTL circuitry. Reliability

is essentially equivalent in the two circuits, worst-case

design procedure being applied in both instances. In fact,

the somewhat better reliability figures for resistors over

diodes implies a minor advantage for the RTL circuit.

(b) Basic Gate Circuit.

The basic gate circuit is shown in Figure 12. This circuit

in typical use performs a simple majority operation. If

one or more of its three inputs are at a negative potential,

the output is held at ground potential. Since ground is

defined as the one stage in this system and a negative six

volt potential is defined as a zero state, the basic gate

performs the "not and" or NAND operation.

The gate circuit is a basic part of every logic circuit

employed in the machine. By itself it performs the
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combinatorial function of logical conditions. Two gate

circuits properly interconnected form a bistable, or flip-

flop, circuit. Two gate circuits interconnected in a sl1igtly

different way form a monostable, or one shot, circuit. The

gate circuit is also used as a preamplifier for an emitter

follower circuit. The basic logical circuits, gates, one

shots, flip-flops, etc. are combined in optimum fashion and

mounted on plug-in logic boards. The circuit boards used

in the Data Indexing Set are described in the following

paragraphs.

(c) Gate Board. Seven gate circuits are mounted on a printed

circuit board to form the gate logic board (see Fig. 13). Three

of the gate circuits have a special feature in that the

collector resistor of the gate transistor is not connected to

the minus twelve volt supply. Using these gates a circuit

having six, nine, or any multipls of three up to fifteen

inputs can be constructed.

(d) Three flip-flop circuits are mounted on one board as shown

by Fig. 14.

(e) Shift register board. Six flip-flop circuits with special

interconnections are mounted on a printed circuit board to

form the shift register logic board (see Fig. 15). Printed

circuit wiring on the board connects four of the flip-flops

to make a four-stage shift register. Printed wiring also

connects two flip-flops independently to form a two-stage

shift register.

(f) One shot board. Four one-shot circuits are mounted on the

board shown in Fig. 16. Four gate circuits are also mounted

on this board to provide inversion of signals into or out

of the one-shot circuits. It should be pointed out that the
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number of inputs on the gates of the one-shot boani tI

two, rather than three for all other gates.

(g) Emitter follower board. Four emitter follower circuits

are mounted on the board shown in Fig. 17. The standard

logic gate that forms a driver to the emitter follower

circuit is not permanently connected to the emitter

follower. The logic design rules permit a gate to drive

more than one emitter follower circuit. It may be wired to

as many as four emitter follower circuits. Furthermore the

gates on the emitter follower card may be used as standard

gate circuits (that is their outputs do not necessarily

connect to an emitter follewer circuit). An emitter follower

circuit can drive many more loads than a gate, namely, 20

loads as compared with five for a standard gate uiicuiL.

(2) Other Circuits

(a) System clock. The 50 kc clock used and distributed through-

out the entire logic portion of the machine is generated by

a free running emitter coupled multi-vibrator. Two transistors

constitute the basic multi-vibrator which couples out at

standard logic levels through a third transistor. Another

transistor is used to permit the clock to be gated on or

off. The ability to shut off the clock is quite useful in

preventing damage to the MIRF drivers and components in

the magnetic MIRF circuits. The clock board is shown in

Fig. 18.

(b) MIRF driver. The ferrite cores used in the document and

dictionary MIRFM require drive currents of nearly two amperes

per line. Four MIR? driver circuits are mounted on one

printed circuit plug-in board as shown in Fig. 19. Each
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circuit is capable of supplying the required two amperes

at low impedance. The power transistor that delivers the

drive current (Type 2N1905) is driven by a push-pull emitter

follower that provides 60 milli-amperes of base drive current

into the 21N1905. The output power transistor has rise and

fall time capabilities of less than 0.3 microseconds. The

actual current in the load is nearly linear because of the

inductive nature of the load and builds up to the two-ampere

amplitude at the end of approximately 10 microseconds. The

over-shoot voltage induced when the transistor is turned

off is clasped by a silicon diode to -36 volts. The clamp

prevents excessive voltage spikes from appearing across the

output transistor while still allowing the load inductance

to recover within 10 microseconds.

Two protective features of the MIRP driver circuit

should be noted. One is a fuse which is Inserted In series

with the load to protect against excessive load currents.

Before the windings of the magnetic circuits internal to

the SIt" assembly can be damaged by an over current, the

fuse wire will open up. The second protective circuit

ineludes a square loop memory core that it threaded by

the lead going to the transistor load. This core is

normally biased off, but if the drive current exceeds a safe

value the square loop core will switch and induct a voltage

in a sense lead. The voltage in the sense lead is am&lified

* and used to turn off the system clok. The purpoe of this

circuit is to protect the =1905 tanasistor against excessive

beat 41ispation.
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(c) Split switch driver board. Four circuits that are similar

to the MIRF driver circuits are mounted on a special board

shown in Fig. 20. The split switch driver circuit is always

used in conjunction with a NIRF driver circuit and effectively

connects between the output terminal of the MIRF load and

the power supply. By using the two circuits, specific

cores in the core array of the MIRF module can be selected

on a "coincident voltage" basis.

(d) Source and drain circuits. Selection currents to a coincident

current magnetic core memory that is used for scratch pad

storage in the system are provided by the source and drain

circuits. The coordinate address leads In the core memory

are selected on the coincident voltage basis as follows.

The source circuit delivers a current of 180 ailli-amperes

to a selected group of memory drive lines. The drain circuit

conducts this current from one line of the group to ground.

By proper selection of source and drain current drivers,

current can be steered through any selected Line of the

memory. The smrce circuits contain a 56 ohm collector

limiting resistor while the driin circuits have no collector

load resistor. These circuits are intended to deliver half

selact currents to the memory for peroind of six to ten

microseconds. A plug-Ln board on which four source and four

drain circuits are mnunted is shown in Fig. 21.

(e) N •dicrimioting olfter. Th. electrical output of

the MW mpwttc modules ti enerated by a very larg diode

etg inliading alsmot 00 diodes. * Uder the worst coodittoi

a Match s1i tM this array cm reach a Imel as bhl

as 0.4 volts. an the other mad, a mismstcb e11 fin
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the same array under worst conditions may only generate a

potertial of 0.6 volts. It is necessary for the MIRF

discriminating amplifier to differentiate between these

two signals and generate a standard logic level output of

-6 volts for a mismatch and 0 volts for a match. In order

to distinguish between very closely spaced match and mismatch

signals two thresholds are employed in the amplifier. The

first threshold is provided by a 1N3605 silicon diode at the

input to the amplifier. This diode does not pass signals

unless they exceed approximately 0.5 volts. After passing

the first threshold the signal is awplified in a feedback

amplifier with a gain of about 50. If the amplified signal

then exceeds the second threshold of 3 volts, a mismatch

signal is delivered at the output of the amplifier.

(f) Core memory sense amplifier. The sense output of the

coincident current scratch pad memory is typically a 50

millivolt bi-polar pulse. These pulses must be detected

and restored to standard logic levels. In the sense auplifiar

the input signal is applied to a five to one step-up

transformer with a special center tab aaW ground shield to

provide high common mode noise rejection. The input trunstisor

amplifies the signal by a factor of five and appltes it to a

full wave bridge rectifier through a one to one transfatoer.

The bridge rectifies the bi-poiar signal and simultaneously

rejects any signals which do not exceed the diode threshold.

If the threshold is exceeded, the output transistor conda-ti

and a ground level is produced at the output terninalo.

s0 D.
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(g) MIRF error sensing amplifier. A small square loop mer .ry core

is associated with the output lead of each MIRF driver. The

purpose of the MIRF error sensing amplifier is to amplify a

voltage induced in the sense lead of the square loop core in

case of an excessive Jrivc currenat. This amplifier is quittv

similar to the discriminating amplifier. The major difference

is that the error sensing amplifier does not have the input

threshold diode that is used in the MIRF discriminating amplifier.

The output of the error sensing amplifier is used to set the

clock control flip-flops to a state in which the clock pulses

are turned off.

(h) Circuit for detecting excessive number of MIRF gate pulses.

This protective circuit insures that the number of consecutive

igating pulses that is applied to the MIRF modules is not

excessive. The basic parts of the circuit are an 4ntegrator

and a Schmidt trigger. Input pulses are amplified and Inverzed

by the first transistor stage and are Integrated in the 0.3.

microfarad capacitor. When about 200 pulses have been received

by the circuit, the voltage developed op the IntogratiAg capacitor

reaches the tmreshold (3 volts) of the Schmidt trigger &nd a

oaingle outpuz pulse 1I generated, This output pulse sets the

c ..ck control flip-iloti to the state that turns off tht

clock. Tht integrating circuit alwvys co•letely recovers tn

less than 100 ftAlltseconds so that Zarmal operations of tht

%IVF magetic circulvys are not Interrupted, This circuit is

requtredt hecause too long (otlnued pulsing o." .e MIRY

magnetic circuits will cause damage to the cw.oonentn of tb.

&magnttc cLrcultm and overloel the povr soupply.

Magnet Ic Des Ago

(1) General Considerations
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The magnetic design of a MIRF unit is centered in the individual

magnetic core. Each core acts as a transformer with a multi-turn primary winding

and many single turn secondary windings. When current flows in the primary

winding the magnetic core must be capable of producing a flux change of sufficient

time duration and amplitude to generate the desired signal in secondary windings.

The amplitude of the induced voltage is determined primarily by the characteristics

of the diode associated with the secondary winding. The duration of the induced

voltage is determined primarily by noise on the secondary winding and the delay

required before sampling of the output can be accomplished.

The cross sectional area of the magnetic core is proportional to

the product of the amplitude and duration of the voltage induced in the secondary

windings (this is usually referred to as the volt-second area of the induced

voltage pulse). This was kept reasonably small by using a high quality germanium

diode which requires a back biasing voltage of only .6 of a volt in order to

perform properly in the diode circuit associated with the input to the discrimin-

ating amplifier. The circumferential length of the magnetic core is determined

primarily by the number of secondary windings associated with the core and the

mechanical design of the supports for these windings. In the MIRF units of the

experimental equipment the core has the capacity for 2,000 secondary windings,

The core's mean circumferential length is seven inches; its cross-section is a

square, one quarter inch on a side.

Two other considerations influenced the selection of the magnetic

cores used in the MIRF units. Onv is the requirement that the core be made in

two pieces so that the array of cores can be separated into two portions to

facilitate initial wiring and changes in wirihg. The other is the necessity of

using commercially available parts. The number of cores needed in this experi-

mental equipment is too small to Justify the design and production of a core of

special size or shape.

(2) Details of the Dictionary and Document MIRF Units

The individual cores used are the same for both the dictionary
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and the document MIRF. The only difference between the two magnetic structures

is in the number of cores and the wired information patterns. 140 cores are

used in the dictionary and 234 cores in the document MIRF. Each core is composed

of two "U" shaped structures. These parts are Allen Bradley part nn.. UC 892-141C

which have been specially modified at the factory to produce a maximum of .0005"

air gap in each leg when two such structures are joined together to produce a

MIRF core. To drive each core a twenty turn primary winding is provided. This

consists of two ten turn distributed windings each wound on a fish paper bobbin

or coil form. These windings are distributed in such a manner as to minimize the

leakage flux and the resulting noise signal therefrom. There is also a bias

winding which consists of one turn mounted on the base plate or bottom tray which

supports the primary bobbins. This winding will apply two ampere-turns to each

core. The primary winding will drive '.ne - ,re from an 18 volt voltage source through

a transistor switch driver. This allows tor a 2 volt drop in the wiring resistance

and the drop across the transistor. The outp3ut voltage then which is induced upon

each secondary windirg (each is a single turn winding) is an essentially rectangular

voltage pulse having a drop of .1 volt in ten microseconds, from .8 volts at the

leading edge to .7 volts just prior to the trailing edge. The maximum • applied

to the core through the primary is fourteen ampere-turns (.7 amperes) and this

occurs at Len microseconds af'ter the beginning of the pulse, To accommodate the

expanded capacity of the MIRF model (5,000 documents and 3,000 dictionary words)

three primary windings will be driven in parallel for the file and two in parallel

for the dictionary. The maximum driver current required from the file drivers is

seen to be 2.1 amperes, and for the dictionary 1.4 ampere. A transistor protection

circuit is proviaed which will produce an alarm signal if the collector currer.t of

the transistor reaches 2.5 amperes. This condition obtains when the total air

Lp in a given core increases by about 3 times or each of the air gaps in all three

cores connected to a given driver increase by a factor of about 2.
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The design objectives for the two iagnetIc KIRF structures were.: to

limit the noise signal duo to leakage flux when all driven cores to .1 volt, and
thai

to damp out the transient noise signal within the first 1-1/2 ýsec. Meeting these

linh
design objectives will insure that the miniwmA voltage developed an a line which threads

a core, i.e., a false reponse is .6 volts and the maxium signal an an unthreaded line, cort

i.e., a true reposse, Is .1 volt after first 1-1/2 pseconds and up to the end of the (15,

output period 8-1/2 pseconds later. This then provides a minitmv signal to noise be i

ratio of 6:1 for each document line. For reasons of efficiency of sense amplifiers It :

the outputs of way document lines are connected to the load through an isolating tru4

diode cluster via., 266 diodes. The sense of the diodes is such as to maintain the
agg:

voltage across the load at ground potential only in the case when one or more input

document lines have only the noise volcage induced thereon. This is tha case of one-
Vit

or maltiple-true reponses. The worst case (from a design consideration) is at the

higher te. rature limit e.g., 50 C., where the diode leakage current is a maximum to

and for the case of a single true response, the total leakage current of all diodes win

passes through the one diode giving a rise to a large forward voltage drop via., is

.45 volts maxismm. The worst came (again from a design considers ion) which produces Thi

the ainimum false signal occurs when a large number of document lines have but a single in

induced voltage on then (this means the v3ltaja Lduced Lby threading a single core). nat

More, there is a small total diode current i.e., the current required to flow through
mod

the load resistor to drop the gata iupply vwltaae liss this single induced voltage

across it, and so only a portion of this current is carried by each diode; thus the

is
forward voltage drop across the diodes is negligibly small. The mininum false signal

across the load resistor beinr .6 vo~ts. The sigwr.l ta nois. ratio at the output of fri

the diode gate then is 1.33:1. in

In operation of a s.all bre&.jboar%ý "edl It was foaud that the primary pal

winding and the associated capacity of the coaxial cable together with the output thi

capaeity of the transiator formed a high Q resonant circuit. The,%e circul's wgich

are intercoupled through the complex wiring patters ad Intarwinding apacity beon
no:

shook exitod when so coupled to a core Which was driven. This ostput then appeared
54 to



o'n the output of the document lines linking such cores. It was further found

that the frequency of this noise signal was a function of the number of cores

li,;ked by the document wires, and-t-he amplitude was a function of the number of

cores driven. In the small model--which contained 10 cores but the full length

(15') of document wiring for 22 documents--the ringing frequency was observed to

be as low as 500 kc and the amplitude with 7 cores driven was a .2 volts after 2 psec.

It Is clear that such a magnitude of noise would prevent detection of a correct

true reponse 1-1/2 psec after the output pulse leading edge, and it would be

aggravated in the full size system.

An effective solution is the combination of a resistor In parallel

with the primary winding to damp the circuit and a diode in series with the primary

to decouple the line capacitance. By Inserting a diode in series with the drive

winding and physically close to it, the capacity is reduced to a-minimum value and

is Independent of the method of and variable length in the wiring to the core drivers.

This results in a high ringing frequency which requires only a 1000 ohm resistor

in shunt with the winding to cause the circuit to have a Q of less than 1/2 at its

natural resonant frequency which is the condition for an overdamped circuit. This

modification then effectively eliminates ringing currents in the primary winding.

In the breadboard model there was also a noise signal of about 5 mc which

is attributable to the Inductance and capacitances of the document wires. The

frequency of this noise signal is essentially independent of the number of cores

in the model but Its amplitude is dependent upon the number of cores driven. A

parallel tuned circuit tuned to the ringing frequency and inserted in series with

the gate load resistor has proven effective in reducing this noise signal to a very

low value within 1 pusec following the leading edge of the output pulse. This type of

noise was negligible in the full scale NIRF and no filtering was done at the input

to the dAscriminatin o m oli terr.

(3) Analysis of t fin ctg of ie ter-Item Capacitance on Drive Circuit Require.nts

The magnetic portions of the MW experimental model (the Document and
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Dictionary files) consist of sets of magnetic cores with the following character-

istics: each core has a separate primary (or drive) winding, and each core is

associated with many (1000) single-turn secondary windings. The secondary windings

pass through or around all cores In the set and so form a long "rope." Because

wires in this rope lie close together over considerable distances, significant

capacitance exists between them. When a core is energized by its associated

driver, a voltage will be induced in those secondary wires that thread the energized

core. Therefore, a potential difference will exist between the secondaries that

thread the core and those that do not, and capacitive currents will flow.

The purpose of this analysis is to show the effect of such capacitive

currents on the requirements for the driver circuit connected to the primary winding

of the xw ameS. To einim the effect of capacitive currents in & sieplified

case, consider a single pair of secondary windings and three associated cores, as

shown in Fig. 22-A. On the left side of the cores, the windings are connected to

a common bus, and on the right they extend a considerable distance so that a substantial

capacitance exists between them (shown as a lumped capacitance). If Core A Is

energized, a potential difference will be developed between Winding #1 and #2, and

a capacitive current will flow in Windings #1 and #2. Notice that the effect of

the current depends upon wiring patterns of the two windings: at Core A, the

capacitive current is in the direction to oppose a primary drive current; at Core B,

It would aid a primary current, and at Core C, there would be no not effect because

both windings thread the core. The magnitude of the current depends on the voltage

developed between the two windings and the capacitance between them.

In the MIRY experimental model, the analysis of inter-item capacitance

is much more complex because there are many cores, many secondary windings, and

a unique wiring pattern for each secondary. An exact analysis is complicated by two

other factors: (1) the result of the analysis should be valid for a fully expanded

0 bob vir'e pattern is umique &aM is determid the dtai4d Aieit1l
trwuw of Uthe tmU %be vire represente.



Figure 22. Simplified Examle of Inter-Item Capacitance
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model (5000 documents), but only the document data for the first 1000 documents

is known; and (2) the contents of the file will not be static but will change due to

updating. Therefore, this analysis Is made for a hypothetical set of wiring

patterns that oimplifies the problem and yet gives results that are conservative

compared with the worst conceivable actual case.

This hypothetical cai-6 can be described as follows:

(I) A group of 120 cores adjacent to the diode end of the MIRF

circuit are considered.
*

(3) MalL of this group (60 cort) are cnhrgized simultanet.,qly.

(3) The 60 energized cores are considered to be lumped together

and to be located six feet from the diode (openl) end of the

windings.

(4) 5000 secondaries are associated with the energized cores,

2500 wires threading the cores and v500 bypassing then.

(5) The 2500 pairs of secondaries lie contiguous to one another for

a distance of six feet on the diode side of the energized cores.

Figure 23 shows this pattern schematically. All secondaries are connected

to a cos~m bus on the left of the energized cores. The capacitance for each

pair of secondaries Is computed from the formula for the capacitance between two

sree
round conductors, as follows:

3.677 pfd per foot.C=

lo 0 Wd 1l+ . LT /d)2

* These conditions correspond to the actual worst ca-o to the MIMI modll--it..
the Acceasiom Aimber and Superimposed Search Code sectAons of the Document MIIY.

** The fully exmpanded K11 will have three sets of cores, two sets associated with
30 documents and the third set absociated with thr ri tntng 1000 dcruments.
The corresponding cores in each set will be connected In parallel and driven by the
samw driver. Schemstically this say be represented by a single set of cort* for
the 5M00 documents.

se*ee 1P. 3. Terms, Radio ftimers . andbook, lIt ed., p. 111, 6q. (140).
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For #36 wire insulated with heavy Foruvar (0.006-inch-diameter) the capacitance

for is 13.6 pie-farads per foot. Therefore, the totcl capacitance for 2500 pairs

of six-foot length Is 2500 x 6 x 13.6 - 0.205 x 106 picofarada mi 0 20. micro-

farads). The voltage de-,eloped between the threading and bypassing groups of

*
secondaries is 0.8 volts for each energized core. Since the sixty energized

cores are effectively in series, the capacitance ast be charged to 48 volts.

Now the problem is to determine whether the capacitive current flowing

can be of such magnitude as to prevent a drive circuit from supplying sufficient

current to --ýre- % .etndard output voltage on a secondary. To meet the design

specification on transient response, the capacitance should be charged In 1-1/2

microseconds. To charge the total capacitance to 48 volts in this time would require

an average current of 6.4 amperes. This current produces an W of 6.4 ampere

turns in the direction to oppose the W produced by the drive current In the primary

winding. The drivers are designed to have the capability of producing a 0.5-volt

output pulse for ten microseconds on the secondary windings, in the absence of the

capacitive current. Because the primary winding looks almost Ilke a pure Inductance

to the driver, the primary current rises nearly linearly oro soro to 2.1 asperes.

Therofore, the driver aunt have the capacity for supplying 2.1 amperes to the

twenty-turn primary winding, and so for producing an Oof 42 ampere turns. During

the first 1-1/2 microseconds, the 1W rises to only 6.3 ampere turns (185% of 42).

It can be seen that the excess capacity of the drive circuit (424.3) is more than

a}ekuste to supply the current required to charge the later-item capacitance.

(4) Analysis of Flux Leakage Problem

In an Idealized case, a wire that passes outside a Iagnetic cor would

not be influenced by flfs changes in the msagetic circuit. I. p sical circits

however. flux is not wholly confined witvin a msanetic structure sad a all volteMe

is induced in *ires that pass outside, but near, the structr. Men the mogetie

* Thi'm is the detlagm specification for the UM circuit.



structure is made in two parts and has air gaps, this leakage flux problem is

aggravated--especially in the vicinity of the air gaps.

In the MIRF experimental model, each item wire follows a complex path

associated with many cores, threading some cores and bypassing others. During

the basic MIRY operation of searching, a match on a particular item results when

its item wire bypasses all cores that are energized. Since many cores may be

energized, the voltage 'Anduced in the selected (i.e., match) wire by leakage flux

at each core most be very small in order to assure that the cumulative voltage will

be acceptably small. The debign goal for the experimental model is that the

maximus cumulative voltage due to leakage flux be less than 15 percent of the

voltage induced in a wire that threads one energized core. Since, in the worst

case, a selected wire may be subjected to leakage flux from 57 cores, the maximum

voltage contribution per core is 1/57 x 0.15 x 0.7 volts, or less than two milli-

volts. This corresponds to a leakage flux of 1/4 of 1 percent at each core.

To achieve the design goal, two methods for reducing the leakage flux

are employed:

(1) Contoured distributed primary windings

(2) Cancellation techniques.

The principal involved In the use of a contoured distributed winding is one of

compesation of the magnetic potential drop by a corresponding rise In magnetic

potwatial at the points where the drop occurs. To obtain the most effective

cancellation the winding should be distributed completely around the core. fowever,

in order to allow the wifdings to be wound on bobbins which can then later be slipped

over the legs of the core, only two legs may be used for the distributed winding.

An a66led core having the two wound bobbins is shown In Fig. 24. The winding

show. has a lInear spacing except in the center where two turns are closely spaced

to ooumpsmato for the potential drop across the gaps. figue 2 shows the idealtsed

m angmetie iroit spread out as theugh the core were opened am a plane through AA.

Us oiwer dreawin dheve the potential drop sad the potential rise around the circuAt
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with an arbitrary zero of 1 for reference. The upper drawIng shows the resultant

potential difference of the circuit. The leakage flux is a functiou of the potential

difference between two points on the magnetic circuit sad inversely proportional

to the distance between them. It is seen then that the results of the contoured

distributed winding Is to greatly reduce the leakage flux by decreasing the potential

difference aloeg the whole leg length.

The effect of the noise cancellation winding my be explaied by referring

to Fig. 26 which shows ther relation of two wires to the leakaCe flux paths. One

wire represents an item winding and the other a cancellation winding. The item wire:

D, being closer to the core. is linked by a slightly girester %aount of leakage flux than

the return (cancellation) wire R. By connecting these two wires so that the inducPd

voltages cancel, the neo voltage will be only the difference of the leakage flux

sigals induced in the two wires. In a group of MIRY cores the item wire would

thread and bypass cores in a unique pattern and the cancellation wire would bypass

all cores. Cancellation of the Induced signals wuld be effected by joining the

two wires together at ame end aid taking the output signal from the other end. In

practice there meed not be a unique return wire ssrociated with each item wire. One

return wire my be associated with a smell group of item wires, all of which are

Joined to the retumr wire at the one snd of the array of mngetic cores. In the

HIEV model there are about 150 item wires associated with & return wire.

I. IeOUMaiCal Design

(1) areas of tffort

11ocksaical design effort was spet In two priMaSipe areas. Oe is

the over-all layout of equipmet it the experimental model sad the housing of the

eopiput to provIde mAim asessibility to circults. This pkate of a eschmAlcal

design is well Illustrtted by the pbotographs of ftos 2 thwrgut S. The other and

more €elieItgio ares is the design eg strctnze for bholdag the 9 cores of the

dictio•ry Nad imp=c t am "its. TVo separate physical structures are used. aie
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for each MIRF. The cores are arranged in a rectangular pattern and are supported

by long bobbins. These bobbins are firmly attached to a base structure and carry

the primary windings for the cores.

(2) Design of the MIRF Unit Module

A MIR" module is a complete assembly of magnetic cores, primary

windingr for the cores, and sub modules of secondary windings with their soclated

diodes. One of the modules in the experimental equipmont Ic- shown in Fig. 6. The

construction of a module is illustrated by the exploded vip% of fig. 21. The

principle parts of the assembly are the Wise, or coil bobbin, assembly and the

item wiring trays. The coil bobbin assembly consists of a field of paper bobbins

(two per magnetic core) that are cemented to a 1/8" thick phenolic board. Each

bibbin carries a ten turn winding. The windings on pairs of bobbins are connected

in series to form the primary rinding for one of the mnagetic cores. An item tray

is a 1/16" thick phenolic board with a field of shallow bobbins that matches the

field of coil bobbins. Th. bobbins on the item tray are slightly larger than the

coil bobbins, permitting Item trays to be stacked up on the coil bobbin asseahly.

386 item wires can be accommodated by one item tray. The diodes that are connected

in series with the secondary windings and form the Input circuit to the discriminating

amplifier are vmunted on the edge of the Item tray. A MIRT module Is assemblcd by

sliding up to seven item trays into poaitlon on the coil bobbin assembly. One set

of U cores ts then inserted into the set of coil bobbins and are held in place oy

a plate with a spongy silicon material pad, The other set of U cores is then

dropped into position on the opposite side of the bobbin coils. Finally the top

plate also with a spongy pad, is dropped into position to ho,4! the entire assembly

intact. The two sets of U cores are held together under *light pressure Erom

tht wilicon pads. Throughout this design special attention was given to achieving

a reliable method of disassembling aid reassembling the module so that sub modules of

item wiring could be changed easily.

es s •s • ••
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Several details of the construction are illustrated by the following

photographs. Fig. 28 shows the bottom side of the coil bobbin asseably partly

wired. The bottom of the coil bobbins with the terminals of the primary winding

can be 5een inside the round clearance holes in the phenolic board. A complete

item tray is shawn in Fig. 29. The item wires start in the upper left corner of

the trays where they are connected to a common bus bar. They passfrom left to

right in the first row of cores, then back and forth until they emerge in the

lower left center part of the tray. The wires then run to assemblies of diodes

where each wire is conn-ected to its own individual diode. The output side of the

diodes (the cathodes) are connected together and wired to a small cormector which

is seen in the lower lefthand portion of the tray Even though each tray contains

detailed wiring for 286 items, only two wires run from the tray to the external

discriminating amplifier. Figure 29 also shows a pair of primary coil, bobbins with

the two U cores inserted. Several item tray bobbins that would carry the secondary

windings are also shown. A closeup of a MIRF module with the top plate removed is

shown in Fig. 30. The tops of one set of U cores can be seen as well as four item

trays. The connectors for the output of the item trays can be seen in the lower

center part of the photograph. Tho discriminating amplifier circuits (one for

each of the 7 item trays that can be incluoed in a module) are located on the circuit

board that is mount.d in front of the magnetic module.

F. Expermiental Results

(1) Equipment Checkout

The detailed checkout of the experimental model was carried on in

two phases. In the first, work was done simultaneously on three major sub divisions

of the control logic and on the dictionary and document MIRF units. This part

of the checkout was accomplished in approximately four ,alendar weeks. The second

phase of the checkout consisted of the integration of the four major portions that

had been separately checked out and the testing of the over-all system. The
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second phase required approximately eight calendar weeks. The most common source

of trouble in both phases of the checkout was errors in the back panel wiring in

the logic and control section of the equipment. Errors in gate signal timing

and incomplete logical conditions also required a large portion of the debugging

time. Beside these ordinary checkout difficulties, there was only one significant

source of trouble: namely, noise on the system voltage busses caused by the very

large surge currents which flow during the interrogation of the MIRF units. This

condition was rectified by adding large (100 microfarad) tantalum capacitors at

the end of the voltage busses on the MIRF driver modules and by adding smaller (1.5

microfarad) tantalum capacitors on the Elco conaectors that the MIRF driver circuit

boards are plugged into.

At the end of the checkout period all logical operations designed into the

equipment worked properly. A printout of the contents of the document MIRY unit

was made to check the contents of the document MIF and the translating capability

of the dictionary MIRF. All of the more than 1,000 documents indexes appeared in

this printout and more than 90 percent of the printouts were perfect. Most of

the remaining 10 percent contained only one error In a descz Aptor. Same contained

errors in two or more descriptors and a few (less than 5) contained so many errors

that they would be considered useless. A complete check of the dictionary MIRY

unit as an Input device was also made and It was found that more than 98 percent of

the roughly 1,000 dictionary words could be entered from the Input typewriter.

Errors in wiring of the Item trays of the dictionary (misspellings, parity errors,

etc.) prevented the successful entry of words from the typewriter.

(2) fexmples of Responses to Search Questions

Figures 31 through 36 are reproductions of actual printouts made by

the experimental equipment. The format of the typewritten record of a search in

the experimental model is shown in Fig. 31. The first two lines "Stanford Research

Institute ProJect 4110, etc." is a manually typed heading for the subsequent search.

It was typed while the typewriter was effectively disconnected from the rest of
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the equipment. The search question consists of three words, namely "coding,"

"computers," "digital." This line was iso typed manually. The rest of the

printout is the machine's response to the search question. Seven documents responded.

For each one, a four digit accession number and the English words that describe the

document are printed on a single line. The asterisk prefix on some words has been

copied from the ASTIA abstract. It will be observed that the three search words

appear in every responding set of Indexes. It should be especially noted that the

search words appear in different positions and different order In the different

responding documents. This independence of order of the search words and the

position of the corresponding descriptors in the document indexes Is an important

result of the superimposed coding of the search field.

The capability of the MIRY experimental model to reduce the number of

responding documents as the search question Is made more specific is illustrated

by Fig. 32. First a search was made with a two word search question "Infrared,"

"radiation." Thirteen documents responded. The word "atmosphere" was then added

to the original words of the search question and a second search was made. ftis

time only three documentw responded. Finally the word "sun" was added to the

previous descriptors w-ad a search was made. This tme a single document responded

to the search question. The principal illustrated here Is that both the umber of

responses and the detailed contents of the resposses to a general question can easily

be found. Scanning the output of a general question reveals immediately descriptive

words that can be added to tho question to t.fB ft Wh reepNMo tU 0 eSe a t

direct Interest. Ot cto"*, more thba ome word could be added to the original set

of words at a time.

Figure 33 illustratos the capability of the openrimental modal to

handle syomnomus inlot descriptors. In the first esple the two words, "erebawn"

sad "physiology" are chosn for the searcb question. In the resposdit dooment it

will be observed that the wod "*cerebrum" does not appear but that the word "brain"

does. So far as the mackife Is concerned, "cerebrum" and "brain" are Identical

7'
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descriptrors. To verify the synonomous character of the two words, the search

question is asked again with the words "brai.,""physiology." It will be observed

that exactly the same document responds. Four other examples are given in Fig. 33.

In each case the synonym is used in the first search question. The synonomous

descriptor appears In the responding document index and in the second search question.

Figure 34 illustrates the capability of the machine to make a special

search in which one of the original descriptors is replaced by Its see-also reference.

In the first example the original search question contained the words, "membranes,"

"thin," "polymers." The blank line immediately below the search question indicates

that there was no response to this three word question. The three words that appear

below the original question is the heading for the machine initiated search. Here

the word, "'films," has been substituted as a see-also reference for "membranes."

(The iagramM symbols indicate that five possible positions In the original search

question were not used.) One document responds to the new search question. The

set of descriptors shows that this is a document that is pertinent and one that

would have been missed if the see-also substitution had not been made. In the

second example the three words, "klystrons," "electron," and "tubes," are used as

the search question. sne document responds to the manually inserted question. The

machine then automatically substituted the word "amplifiers" for "klystrons," typed

out the new search question. "amplifiers," "electron," "tubes," and then intiated a

now search. Six documents responded and three of them--268, 290. and 30S--are

relevant tv the original qutstion. Numbers 306 and 334 probably would not be of

interest and No. 453 responded to the manually Inserted question. These examples

illustrate that tMe capability of the machine to modify the search question and

to Initiate a new search ts aporwrful feature.

The espability of the machine to modify the original search question

by taking Infor-mtion from responding documents as well as from the input question

• 11iu rsted In Fig. 35. Here the original *esrch question wam "attitude,"

"learniti.' Thrre was no response to these two words sad the machine indicated this
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by indexing the printout sheet. It then substituted "psychology" as the see-also

reference for "attitude" and typed out the new search question which includes the

words, "psychology, " "learning." A new search was initiated and two documents were

found. Both of these are relevant to the original search question. After the

search based on "psychology" and "learning" was finished, the machine tested to

see if any of the responding documents contained a word with an asterisk prefix.

Document 961 contains the word "behavior." The machine then substituted "behavior"

for "attitude" and initiated another search - this time based on the words,

"behavior" and "learning." Twelve documents responded to this new question. All

of them are pertinent in a general way to the original question and it would be

easy for the searcher to select the ones of particular interest to him.

(3) False Response Performance

In the experimental MIRF equipment document searchas are made using

*
the superimposed code technique . Because of ambiguities in the superimposed

coding, accidental retrievals or "false drops" are occasionally experienced.

Specifically a false drop is a response that is not related to the search question.

The probability of obtaining a false drop during a search is a complex function of

the detailed characteristics of the superimposed coding that is used. With a

given superimposed code field length, the false drop probability is proportional

to the number of descriptors used in the search question, decreasing rapidly as

the number of descriptors is increased. In the experimental equipment at least

two descriptors are required for usable false drop performance.

See Technical Report RADC TR-61-233, "Multiple Instantaneous Pesponse File,"
by Jack Goldberg and others, pp. 33-42 and 93-120
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Since the false drop rate is a probability, considerable use of the

equipment must be made in order to determine the false drop rate statistically.

Time available during the checkout phase of the equipment did not permit a complete

study of the false drop problem. However, the following generalizations can be

made: First, no false responses were observed with search questions including three

or more words. Second, false drops were seen with search questions of two words,

but the rate of occurrence appeared to be small enough to be acceptable. Third, if

only one word is used in the search question, many false responses are obtained.

Figure 36 illustrates the kind of responses one can expect if a single word is

used In the search question. The search word is "apes." The first four documents

that respond have nothing at all to do with"apes." The other document indexes

that are printed out are true responses (it will be noticed that the word "primates"

appear in place of "apes." This is because "apes" is a synonym.) The machine

further made a see-also special search on the word "Man . Here will be observed

that the first response is a false drop but that the second one is a true response.

(4) Indications of Errors in the Printed out Responses

The equipment has been designed to provide a clear indication of

errors in the typewritten record of a search. One type of error indication is

illustrated in Fig. 36. It will be observed that there are no index terms follow-

ing the number 809. The absence of index terms indicates that a parity error was

found when the coded dorm of the accession number 809 was tested.

The indication for an error in a descriptor is illustrated In

Fig. 35. In documents number 89, 505, 510, 512 and 821 the word "test" is followed

by an ampersand. The presence of the ampersand indicates that the code of the word

generated after "test" did not match any code in the system dictionary. (For this

particular case it is known that the word represented by the ampersand Is "methods."

Further it is known that the trouble is in the wiring of the word "methods" in the

dictionary MIIF unit.)
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations

A. Conclusions

In general it can be concluded that all the specifications set down for

the experimental Multiple Instantaneous Response File are technically feasible.

Interrogation of the magnetic storage units (MIRF's) and over-all control of the

system can be accomplished with reliable circuits of modest complexity. Easy

communication between a human operator and the machine has been demonstrated. The

machine's response to a search question is essentially instantaneous in terms of

human reaction time and the information content of the response is sufficient to

allow the operator to modify his question and go directly to the document indexes

of special interest. It can be concluded that certain automatic features such

as the handling of synonomous input descriptors and the machine modification of

the original search question can be achieved without undue complexity.

Several preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the machine performance

observed during the check-out of the experimental model. It appears that the auto-

matic substitution of the see-also reference of an input descriptor is a useful

feature; but that the modification of the original search question by taking

weihted descriptors frcm responding documents appears to be less useful. In may cases

the combination of the asterisked descriptor with the original search terms gives

a question with no responses. An examination of how to select descriptors from

responding documents is needed in order to make this feature more useful. The

capability of the experimental MIRF equipment to accept synonomous input descriptors

also appears to be an important feature. Another interesting feature, which is

not included In the present model, could be designed into future equipment. This

would enable the machine to retrieve document indexes in which the form of the

descriptor was somewhat different from that of the input (search) descriptor. The

descriptors would be required to have the same root and meaning, but different

word endings would be allowed.
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Positive conclusions can be reached in regard to three of the most

important properties of a file searching system of this type. First, it is

concluded that searching by means of a superimposed code is feasible both from

the standpoint of the circuits required and the fals4 response performance that

is obtained. Second, it is concluded that storage of the document index informa-

tion in wiring associated with arrays of cores that are physically separable is

feasible. Experience with the experimental model shows that the arrays of cores

can be separated, subsodules of wired information can be changed, and the core

arrays reassembled in a reasonably short time. More work on the mechanical design

of the magnetic modules is needed, however, to permit easier and faster changing

of the stored information. Third, it is concluded that a basic system building

block has been established. The experiental model as delivered to the sponsor

demonstrates that good performance can be obtained with a file of more than 1,000

document indexes. Experience with the experimeutal model indicates that expansion

to five or six thousand document indexes can be- achieved. It appears that with

the present design the syctem building block should contain about 5,000 document

indexes. It also appears that as many as ten such building blocks could be combined

in a ,ystem whose over-all control is little more complex than that for a single

building block. Therefore it ts concluded that files of the order of 50,000

Indexes could be built with no major changes in the basic concepts or circuits

used in the experimental model.

B. Recommendat ions

A program should be initiated for applying the principles demonstrated

in the experimental model to a substantially larger system. Special attention

should be given to the method of realizing Information storage in the form of

wires associated with the mageMtic cores. The method selected should lead itself

to automation so that the coqmlete process of preparing stored Information can

be machine controlled.
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A study of the further application of the IMultiple Instantaneous Response

File concept should be initiated. In the field of document retrieval, the effect

of removing limitations on word length and the nusber and nature of the descriptors

used in document indexes COulA be investigated. The use of phrases of two or

more words as search entities niWt also be exonnd. Th. application of tn NKW

principles to code and language translation and other search type operations that

require rapid feedback should be studied. Mor6 gienoralized search problems, such

as pattern recognition, should be included. Applications that make use of the

inherent speed of the search equipment should be invebtigated. (In the experimental

model, the typewriter is by far the slowest part of the system). For example, the

document information storage and the search facilities of the equipment could be

shared by multiple user consoles. By tim mualtiplazing techniques, many users

could be given effectively private use of the machine. Applications in which the

humn operator Is not a key figure should also be examined. The internal speed

of the equipment makes feasible the use of digital computers or other computer-

like machines as Input-output devices.

New developments in superimposed coding should be investigated as a

means of improving the efficiency of the searching operation. Recent work has

shown that it is possible to design superimposed codes which can be decomposed to

;ive the unique set of components of the superposition. Besides being uniquely

decipherable, such superimposed codes also offer the possibility of retrievals

with no false responses. With the new codes It may be possible to retain the

advantages of superimposed coding (for eample, freedom from the field Indeterminacy

prOblm) vtthot sufferltz trm the ordimry 8e4i v&Dtaps of surtmpoo codiq

(for exaple0, finite false respoose probabiltty). A sipler over-all desmp

of the syStem my also be possible usixg ti sewer euperimposed eades.
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APPZNDZZ I

ONPUATO STWIIOW 1M TU AN/GSQ - 81 DOAur MTA DUZNGSIT

A. Machine Turn-on

(1) AC Power Turn-ca. AC power to applied to the machine by throwing the

AC power switch to 09. This switch is located am the table level control surface

Immediately at the left of the input/output typewoiter. After the AC power has

boon turn on, an automatic sequence turns on the DC voltages in the machine 'n

the proper order. After about 10 seconds the light associated with the AC power

switch will come an to indicate that all DC voltages have reached their operating

levels.

(2) Typewriter Turn-on. The typewriter should be turned on by throwing

the 01/On switch which is located In the lower right portion of the keyboard

surface to OK.

(3) Master Clearing. After the AC power Indicator has com on, the master

clear button located Immdiately to the right of the AC power switch should be

depressed. Operation of this switch sets all control flip-flops in the mEcMaie

to their initial states sad turns on the system synchrosaing clock.

S. Typing a Beading

After turning on the AC power &ad the typewriter sad initial clearing, the

typewriter is read for me. At this tim the typewriter output to not comnected

to the rest of the system, sad the typewalter may be umed is the ordinary way.

Information such as the project muber, the date, the Sam of the searcher, etc.

may be typed out as a beedint. All machine fuctions my be used, including

back-space, shifft, carriage return, laemi , ete. The heeing my be as long

as desired. At the sed of the beedn the typow ter should be carrifge returned.

C. bnterim the search queettoe

After typing of the heeding e bee" oepleted, the output of the typewriter

Is connected to the iatermal logic of the system by presing the start data Input

'-4



switch. A green light immediately above this switch will come on to indicato that

the machine is ready to accept search question data. A search question consists

of a nmber of English words which describe the content of the document of interest.

These English words are typed one after another with a punctuation mark after each

one. Normally words are separated by commas and the lant word is followed by a

period. If the search question includes a two-word phrase, a space is used

following the first word of the phrase. At least two and at most eight words may

be used in a search question.

The logic of the machine automaLically checks the input words to make sure

that they are included in the vocabulary of the system. If a word that is typed

In is not in the vocabulary or if it is misspelled, the machine will indicate

that the word is not a valid descriptor by lighting a light on the display panel.

At the same time the typewriter keyboard Is locked. To clear the effect of an

invalid descriptor, the unlock keyboard switch should be depressed. It should

be noted that the use of this switch to unlock the keyboard affects only the word

that was In error. For example, if three valid descriptors have been typed In

and an error had been made in the fourth, then unlocking the keyboard would not

affect in any way the three valid descriptors.

V. Starting the Search

After the words of the search question have been typed and have been checked

to make sure that th. set of words is complete, the search is Initiated by aper-

sting the carriage return of the typewriter. From the time that the carriage

return operates until the typing out of responding documents has been completed,

the keyboard Is locked. After the search has bee. started, the operation of the

* system is completely automatic. The first thing that the operator should observe

Is the smber of respond ing docamnts. If there are so docamet L£dexzs is the

file that match the search question, the so response light will cam on and the

machime will stop. If there is at least amn documet ladex that matches the

14
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search question, the machine will count the number of responses and display then

on the numeric indicator. The Lachine will then immediately begin to type out

the complete index of each respcnding document, starting with the one having the

lowest accession number.

If the number of responding documents that is displayed on the numeric

indicator is very large, the operator may desire to stop the typing out of docu-

ment indexes before the entire list has been completed. The typewriter can be

stopped at any time by pressing the master clear button. Usually it is most

desirable to stop the typing after a complete index has been typed out and the

typewriter has carriage returned.

This document data indexing set has designed into it several automatic

features that provide for a machine modification of the original search question

and the machine initiation of new searches. It will be observed that In some

cases, the machine will type a new heading after the search based on the original

input descriptors have been completed. The machine will then go ahead and search

and type responding documents for the second search. As many as three machine

initiated searches can take place after Lhe original search has boon completed.

The indicator light marked "locked in typing mode" normally comes on while

the typewriter is typing out responses to a search question. If thit light stays

on after tho typewriter stops typing, a lock-up in the typewriter circuit ts

indicated. This condition should be cleared by pressing the release button which

Is located directly beneath the "locked in typing mode" indicator. The typewriter

must not be used until a lock up condition of this kind has been cleared. If by

accident the typewriter ts used, the machine may behave abnormally. For oxample,

the typewriter may begin to Index and feed paper. In this case, both the master

clear and the releabe swteches should be pressed.

E. Machine Turn-of f

In order to turn off the machine both the Oi/*OrF switch on the typewriter and



the the AC power switch should be thrown to the off position. It is important

to check the condition of the typewriter ON/OFF switch to mke sure that it is

off because the typewrite. power is supplied directly and not through the control

of the AC power for the rest of the system.
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APPENDIX 1I

LOGICAL DSIGN O THE AN/GSQ - 81 DOUM~JNr DArA INDEXING SET

A. Entering the Search Question

The circuits used in entering a search question into the MIRF system include

an electric typewriter, an input/output register, and an alphabetic descriptor

register. The function of these circuits is to store an English word that is

ty'pd in as part of the search question in the alphabetic descriptur register in

binary coded form. As an example, consider how the word "circuit" is entered into

the register. When the first letter is typed, a six-bit code is transferred to

the input/output register. The contents of the register are tested to see if Ihe

code is that of an alphabetic character. Because it is, the 6-bit code is con-

verted to a 5-bit code which is then gated to right-most portion of the alphabetic

descriptor register. The code of the second letter is transferred to the input/

output register, tested, and converted to a 5-bit code. After the contents of the

alphabetic descriptor register are shifted 5 places to the loft the code of the

second letter is gated to the register. This procedure continues until the last

letter, t, has been rocelved and stored in the alphabetic descriptor register.

The next output from the typewriter is either a space or a coma. The special

character detector associated with the Input/output register detects the fact

that this is not an alphabetic code and tnhlbits the gating of this code into the

register. Instead of gating, a signal IS given which causes the contents of the

alphabetic descriptor register to be shifted to the left until the first bit of

the first alphabetic code is in the left-most positton of the register. A signal

is alsou generated at this time to initiate a Sequence which tests to find if the

English word just typed in is actually contained in the system dictionary. For

this example, a word which contains less than 10 letters was rhbosea. If the intut

word costa, 't exactly 10 characters, the alphabetic descriptor register is

c€pletely filled by the alphabetic code. VbWa the space or cm to detected,
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the step for shifting the register would be omitted.

Another function of the special character detectors should be pointed out

at this time. After all the descriptive words of an input search question have

been typed, the operutor causes the typewriter to carriage return. The presence

of the code for carriage return is detected in the in/out register and a signal

is generated to cause the beginning of the s!arch for document3 responding to

the search question.

B. Generating the Search Code

The first operation in generating the search code is testing the validity of

the input descriptor. The contents of the alphabetic descriptor register are

gated to the dictionary MIRF and the output of the discriminating amplifier associ-

ated with the dictionary MIRF is examined. If a match indication is found, a new

sequence is initiated. If a mismatch is found, a control flip-flop is set, an

invalid descriptor light is turned on and the typewriter keyboard is locked. In

this case the keyboard must be unlocked before a new descriptor can be entered.

If the input descriptor is valid, a new sequence is begun which uses the

alphabetic descriptor register, the serial number register, and the 3erial number

counter. The purpose of this sequence is to generate in the serial number register

tne 13-bit binary serial number of the descriptor whose alphabetic code is stored

in the alphabetic descriptor register. This is done by a sequenze which is

similar to that used in determining whether or not the input descriptor was valid.

First the parity bit of the serial number is tested. In this test the value of

the parity bit is assumed to be I. If the result of the test is true, then the

parity bit actually is 1. However, if the test is false, then the parity bit was

0. At the beginning of the sequence, the serial number register is cleared to

all one's and the serial number counter is set so that the output of the decoder

that corresponds to the parity bit is energized. Then the alphabetic descriptor

registe, and the serial number decoder are gated to the dictionary MIRF. The

output of the dictionary match detector is examined and if a mismatch is indicated,
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the left-most bit of the serial number register is changed to a zero. If a

match is indicated, no change is made. Then the serial number register is

shifted one place to the right. At the end of 13 such cycles the serial number

register will hold the 13-bit number of the input descriptor. The parity of the

number in the serial number register is checked and if it is correct, the sequence

for generating the search code is started. If the parity is incorrect, a control

flip-flop is set, the keyboard is locked and a parity error light is turned on.

The search code of an input descriptor consists of 5 one's uniformly distri-

buted in a field of 80 bits. The search code is generated from the 13-bit serial

number of a descriptor. Actually the parity bit is not used and the remaining

12 bits are broken into three 4-bit sections. First the right-most four bits

in the serial number register, not counting the parity bit, are gated to the

search code generator. The four bit number is decoded to one out of sixteen

leads energized and the decoder output is gated to the right-most 16 positions

of the search code accumulator. Next, the serial number register is shifted

four places to the right, again four bits are gated to the search code generator.

After the search code accumulator has been shifted 16 places to the left, the

decoded output of the search code generator is gated to the accumulator. The

serial number register is again shifted to the right and the third four bit

portion of the serial number is used to get the third portion of the search code.

The fourth and fifth portion of the search code are obtained by performing certain

logical operations on portions of the serial number. At the end of this sequence,

the search code of the descriptor wb.ch is stored in the alphabetic descriptor

register is stored in its proper position in the search code accumulator. The

same procedure is used for generating and transferring the search code of the

next input descriptoz to the search code accumulator. The second and subsequent

search codes are superimposed upon the first one stored in the search code
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accumulator, thus generating a superimposed search code for the input question.

C. Starting the Document Search

After all words of an input question have been typed, the operator causes

the typewriter to carriage return. This action is interpreted as the signal for

beginning the actual search. First a test is made to see if any document in the

file includes the search question. This is done by gating the contents of the

search code accumulator to the document MIRF and observing the output of the

document match detector. A match output indicates that one or more documents

have responded to the search question. In this case 2 sequence is started for

generating the unique accession numbers of the responding documents. If the

match detector output indicates a mismatch, then the search procedure is terminated

and a light is turned on to indicate that there was no response to the search question

D. Generating a Unique Document Accession Number

The procedure for generating a unique document accession number is similar

to that used in generating the serial number of an input descriptor. However,

the generation of an accession number requires a two-phase operation, one phase

being called a Mode-A search, and the other a Mode-B search.

(1) Mode-A

At the start of any Mode-A sequence there will be a continuous string

of X (don't care) symbols in the accession number register extending from the

least significant digit to some higher order digit. For example, the number

d d 4XXXX, represents the range of numbers from d5 d 40000 to d d 41111 where d5 and

and d4 were obtained by a previous Mode-B search. On the first test of a search,

all digits will be X. Mode-A proceeds by setting the X digits to zero , one at

a time, starting from the most-significant X digit and testing the file (including

the search code accumulator). If the file response is positive, the trial zero

is preserved in the next pattern; if it is negative, the trial zero is changed to

,ne, e.g. If d d 4OXXX fails, the next test pattern is d d 4OXX. When all X's

See E. H. Frei and J. Goldberg, "A Method of Resolving Multiple Responses in a
P:irallel Search File", IRE Trans. on Electronic Computers, Vol. EC-lO,
pr). 718-722, December, 1961. 11-4



have been removed, by shifting the inhibit number register to the right one digit

at a time, the resulting number is that of the loweat-numbered responding item

in the given number range. Subsequent testing proceeds in Mode-B.

(2) Mode-B

Mode-B starts with a complete number which contains no X symbols, i.e.

the inhibit number register is completely reset. In successive steps, it estab-

lishes continually lengthening strings of X symbols, starting with the least-

significant digit and extending to some higher order digit. Each string is

headed by a one symbol. On the first test of a B sequence, if the least-signifi-

cant digit is a zero, it is changed to a one, and the resultant pattern is tested.

This number may be accepted as a new responding item. Whether or not it is

accepted, subsequent testing proceeds in the B Mode. The next test pattern is

established by changing the least-significant zero digit to one, and all lower

digits to X. For example, 101001 is followed by lO1X, O011XX is followed by

OlXXXX, etc. Instances where a digit is already a zero do not require a test

of the file.

If a new B pattern is accepted, a range of numbers containing one or

more new responding items has been found, and the testing changes to Mode-A. If

no new B pattern is accepted, i.e. if ultimately 1XXXXX is rejected, the search

is ended.

E. Generating and Typing Data from the Responding Documents

After the accession number of a particular document has been generated, the

accession number aid the English word descriptors of that docuemnt are printed

out on hard copy. The accession number is handled by gating the four left-most

positions of the accession number register (which contain the BCD code of one

digit) to the input/output register. A code conversion is performed to change

the 4-bit code into the 8-bit code required as a typewriter input and the digit

is typed. The accession number register is shifted four places to the left and

the above procedur- is repeated to get the second digit. This is done until all
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four digits of the accession number have been printed. Next, the serial numbers

of the descriptors of the document are generated by interrogating the document

MIRF. The word selector is set to the position of the document MIRF which

corresponds to the first descriptor to be printed out. The serial number counter

is set so that the decoded output lead that corresponds to the parity bit of the

serial number is energized. Then the accession number register and the decoded

output of the serial number counter are gated to the document MIRF. The output

of the document match detector is gated to the left-most position of the serial

number register. The serial number register is shifted one place to the right,

and the serial number counter is advanced one. Then the accession number register

and the decoded counter are again gated to the MIRF. This procedure continues for

13 cycles and at the end of this time the serial number of the first descriptor

is stored in the serial number register. The next step is to translate the

serial number of the English word into alphabetic code that can be used to

operate the typewriter. This is done by gating the entire contents of the serial

number register to the dictionary MIRF along with one bit of the alphabetic

descriptor register. At each gating to the MIRF the dictionary match detector

is gated to the input/output register and after five cycleb the five-bit code

of one alphabetic character is stored in that register. After the character has

been printed the generation of the next alphabetic letter is started. This

continues until all letters of the first descriptor have been generated and

printed and then the word selector is set to the second word. The 13 bit serial

number of the second descriptor is then generated and following this the alpha-

betic codes of the English letters of that descriptor are generated and printed.

This procedure continues until all of the descriptors associated with a particular

document have been printed out. Then the test is made to see if there are other

responding documents. If so, the accession number of the next responding document

is generated. If not, the special machine initiated searches are started.
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F. See Also Special Search

In the see also special search, a new search question is generated by

replacing one of the descriptors of the original search question by its see also

reference. In order to accomplish-this, a means for storing all ul Ehe LnpuL

descriptors must be provided. Also, the serial number of the see also reference

must be generated and stored. In this indexing set, these functions are accom-

plished as follows:

After the test has been made on the input descriptor and it has been found

to be valid, a test is made to see if there is a see also reference associated

with that descriptor. This is done by gating the contents of the alphabetic

descriptor register to the MIRF at the same time that a see also test bit is

gated to the MIRF. The output of the dictionary match detector is examined to

determine the presence of a see also reference. If there is a reference, the

serial number of the see also reference is generated bit by bit as explained

before and is stored in the serial number register. If its parity is correct,

the 13-bit number is transferred from the serial number register to a slot in a

core memory register. Then the serial number register is cleared and the serial

number of the manually inserted descriptor is developed. If its parity is correct

it is transferred to a different position in the core memory. Then the search

code of the manually inserted descriptor is generated as described in a previous

paragraph. Actually only one see also reference serial number is stored in the

core memory, namely the first one that is detected. When a see also reference is

found, a control flip-flop is set to record this fact.

When the search based on the manually inserted descriptors has been completed,

a test is made to see if the see also reference flip-flop has been set. If so,

the search accumulator is cleared and a seq ence is initiated to generate the new

search question. To do this the magnetic core memory is examined. If there is a

see also reference serial number stored in the first slot of the memory, it is

transferred to the serial number register. Then the search code of this serial
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number is generated and transferred to the search code accumulator. If the first

slot in the core memory does not contain a see also reference, the serial number

of the first manually inserted descriptor is transferred from the core memory

to the serial number register and Its search code is generated. Each memory slot

is examined in this way and either the serial number of a see also reference or of

a manually inserted descriptor is transferred to a serial number register and a

search code Is generated. In this way a new search question is developed. When

the last position of the core memory has been tested, a signal corresponding to

the carriage return of the oporator Is developed and a search sequence with the

new search question is begun.

In order to mark the beginning of the printout of a see also special search

on the typewritten hard copy, a see also heading is printed. For each serial

number that is transferred to the serial number register, the alphabetic codes

are generated by the NIlF interrogation sequence and the alphabetic letters are

typed out. All ZEglish word descriptors appear an one line, The Internally

generated signal which starts the see also special search also commands the

typewriter to carriage return.

0. Asterisk Special Search

In the asterisk special search a now search question ts generated by using a

descriptor that has been obtained from one of the responding documents. This

descriptor must be different from any descriptor used in the manually inserted

search question and it Is added to the second and third descriptors of the original

search in order to get the new search question.

Each descriptor serial nmber stored in the document VIS? has a special bit

position that is used to indicate whothor the descriptor it iarked by an asterisk.

After the serial number of a descriptor of a responding document has been generated

and stored In the serial number register, a toot is made to see it the asterisk

bit to a one (i.e., the descriptor Is marked by an asterisk). If it is, the
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contents of the serial number register and the slot of the core memory that

contains the first manually inserted descriptor are fed to a comparator and are

compared bit by bit. A perfect match means that the descriptor obtained from the

responding document is exactly the samN e' the first manually inserted descriptor.

If there is a match, the serial number In the serial number register in discarded

so far as the special sterisk search is concerned. A mismatch during the

comparison means that the descriptor from the responding document is not the

same as the first manually inserted descriptor. lowever, It may be the same as

the second, third or other of the manually inserted descriptors. Therefore the

contents of the serial number register are compared with the contents of the

second, third and other slots of the core memory to see if the responding

descriptor is the sam as any input descriptor. If no match is found during this

process the descriptor Is stored for future use by transferring the contents of

the serial number register to a special position In the magnetic core memory.

Then a control flip-flop Is set to indicate that a descriptor with an asterisk

has been found.

After the search based on the manually Inserted descriptors and a see also

special search (if any) have been completed, a test is made to see If the

asterisk control flip-flop has been set. If so, the search accumulator is

cleared and a sequence is initiateo to generate the new search question. To do

this the portion of the magnetic core memory that contains the stored serial

number of the astorisk descriptor previously found is examn••d. The serial

number is transferred from the core emory to the serial number register and the

search code corresponding to this serial nmber is generated and transferred to

the search code accumulator. Then the serial umber of the first descriptor

that was manually Inserted Is tranfrred from the core aemory to the serial

number register and its search code Is geserated and trasferred to the search

code acctalator. Likoewse the serial mnmber of the second moaually inserted

descriptor is handled. When the generation of the nme search qstio is copleted
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a signal corresponding to the carriage return of the operator is developed and

a search sequence with the new search question is begun.

As in the case of the see also special search, a special heading is printed

out to indicate the beginning of the asterisk special search. For each serial

number that is transferred from the core memory to the serial number register

the alphabetic code is generated by the MIRF interrogation sequence and the

alphabetic letters are typed out. All English word descriptors of the new search

question appear on one line. The internally generated signal that starts the

asterisk search also commands the typewriter to carriage return.

I
j
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APPENDIX III

REDUCTION OF RAW DOCUMENT INDEX IDM TO THE FORM USED IN TWE WIRING JIG

A. Introduction

The documents whose indexes are stored in the document data indexing set

were selected by Rome Air Development Center personnel. The document information

was furnished to Stanford Research Institute in the form of clippings from

ASTIA Technical Aspect Bulletins mounted on 5 x 8 inch index cards. Each

card was marked with a four digit personal number which was used as the accession

number in place of the longer AD number. In the descriptor portior of the ASTIA

abstract, the words that were to be used in the document index were underscored.

Single and multiple word descriptors were used with the total number of words

limited to 8 and the number of letters per word limited to 10. In checking the

approximately 1100 cards furnished by RADC, errors, such as too many letters in

a word or missing or unmarked descriptors, were found in about 10 percent of

the cards. After these errors were corrected, the accession number and descriptor

data were reproduced in punched-card form. Computer programs were then written

to translate the alphanumeric information into the detailed binary information

required for wiring the actual item trays. The output of the computer processing

was a set of punched cards that were used in a punched card reader that formed

*
the input to special wiring equipment.

B. Procedure for Translating Document Data Into Machine RIadable Form

This section dveribes the procedures used to translate the ASTIA document

information to punched cards which were suitable for machine rtading.

Before the data could be transcribed, a simple form *as designed for u~e

by the key-punch operators (see Fig. Ill-T). *l •a- necessary because it

could not be expected that the key-puwv• *ýj.rator's could pruduce error-free

punched cards if they were required to read directly from the marked ASTIA data.

* See Appendix IV.
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The use of this form required that someone manually transcribe the marked ASTIA

data onto the iorm. This step in the process was the weakest link from the point

of view of introducing errors, and thus checking procedures were used.

Since there is a maximum of eight words of ten letters each plus a four-digit

serial number associated with each document, two punched cards per document are

required. (A standard punched card has capacity for 80 characters.) Each of

the two cards contained the document serial nu-ber and a subnumber ("1" or "2

identifying the first and second card. The first card contained the first four

words of the descriptors and the second card contained the last four. Both cards

were used regardless of the number of words--i.e., the second card may contain

only the documcnt number and the subnumber "2."

The procedure required that the following data be transcribed onto the form:

(i.) Docment serial number, once for the first card and once for

the. sicond card (the subnumber was entered on the master of th,

form)

(2) Up tzo cght words forgung the dcw'twnt descriptors

(3) "Lmnk-••.- - ymb-a ued between adjacent wirdg to Indicate they

a.re Pqrt o • rmultipl,- %ord descriptor

ANi- datisa tr~mn.-crzbeni by hAnd .Vflt nOt pr-ouf-r-ad. The formi wert, thon

-- n tok± punchi 1tp4-rjtt*rr' who pr4t)parc( punc'hed card-. A liitinj (printitng

th, snt'-. ',f th, iaiv, on an 1 407 tabulating machine) ftf thi- dt-ck was thri'

,,ht:•.,-d t- |r ii-vd Inr proof-reading.

Th,. li-tinj -wt thr-n vs-ry care--fully compare-i again-it the oritinal ASTIA

4:1f (Th. )rMj .f- d p i n- fl4int ucrr- no longer us~ed,) Apprt~ximat"1 v 6

p, rc.-nt of tho4 i-nt rt-. iti the loiting had -!mrw, *-rt nf errnr. Th-P majority of

, r a,, #-, f '-r- io; -.- (at 4 %iink" y.bol or th,. -.ti-ri k. In addition. oinos words

p, 1.-l,.. Th,.r- scfrc XnjY il rew key-punching -rrorits. Thf- correcction of
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these errors was marked directly on the listing, and then the listing and deck of

punched cards were returned to the key punchers for correction.

After the punched cards were corrected, a new listing was made and this new

listing wab again compared against the original ASTIA data. Approximately

one-half percent of the documents still had errors of some sort. These errors

were corrected and proof-read and the deck of punched cards was then assumed to

be error-free. This completed the punched cards to be used as input data by the

computer to prepare wiring-aid data to wire the document MIRF.

The next step in the processing was directed toward obtaining a deck of

punched cards to be used as input data by the computer to prepare wiring aid data

to wire the dictionary MIRF. The major portior of this processing was done on

punched card machinis.

The document punched cards prepared above werc read and a new card was punched

for every descriptor word on the document card. The new card contained only the

alphabetic word. This itew deck of cards was then sorted and listed. This listing

was scanned for mis-7elled words (five were found) and was also used to give an

indication of the frequency of use of word. The deck was then processed to remove all

duplicate cards. The remaining deck containing one card per word was retained for

further processing.

It was desired to take this last deck of cards and assign a serial number to

each card (and thus to each word). The serial number was to be a 12-bit binary

number and there was to be a random assignment of the serial number to the word.

To accomplish this, a short computer program was written in the ALGOL langugage

for preparing a deck of punched ca,'ds with a 12-bit binary number in octal form

together with a pseudo-random 5-digit decimal number. This punched card deck was

then sorted on the pseudo-random number.

The punched card deck containing the despriptor worcs was then sirted into

th
alphabetical order and the n card of this deck received the serial number of
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th
the n card of the numbered deck. This collated deck was then listed,

The above listing was used to add the see-also reference number which

was then added to the punched cards by the key pinch operators. Data for

synonyms was then obtained and entered into a form for key punching cards. This

latter deck was then listed and the listing proof-road. (Note: A synonym was

distinguished by the letter S punched into the 75th column of the card.) This

completed the processing of the deck of punched cards to be used for input data

for the computer program for the generatinn of the dictionary wiring aid.

C. Programs for Production of Detailed Wiring Information

(1) General

This section presents information regarding the functions of the

various programs, and the format of their associated punched cards.

The programs were run on the CDC-160A computer but were written

to allow running on the CDC-160 computer. The data input and output medium

is punched cards; however, the format of the input data is significantly different

from the output data. The input data is in standard Hollerith code, but the

output data is in a code of our own choosing since the computer can punch row-

binary , i.e., any of the 960 possible positions on the card may be punched.

Magnetic tape is required as temporary storage of the dictionary words and their

associated serial numbers.

There are three relatively independent programs which, when taken

to, ther, will generate p'.nched cards that will be used to aid in the wiring of

the core stacks. The function of each of these programs is briefly stated as

follows:

a The dictonary words, their associated serial numbers, and their

see-also reference serial numbers form the input data for the

first program which places this data on magnetic tape. The major

portion of the program is devoted to extensive checking of the

inpu.t data and also the data after it has been written on the
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magnetic tape. Any deviation from perfect (i.e., an error)

results in a stopping of the program necessitating a restart

after the error has been corrected.

b. The second program reads the data on the magnetic tape generated

in a above, translates it, and punches the cards used to aid in

wiring the dictionary MIRF, one card per dictionary word.

c The third program uses the data on the document cards (input data)

and the magnetic tape from a above to generate the cards used to

aid in wiring the document MIRF, one card per document.

Somewhat more detail of the functions performed by these programs is

given below.

(2) Input Data Formats

The input data punched cards are in two sets: (1) the dictionary input

data, and (2) the document input data. The format of the dictionary input cards

is shown in Table III-A and any columns of the card not explicitly listed are

blank. The document input data requires two cards per document with the format given in

Table III-B. Any columns of the card not explicitly listed are blank.

The majority of the dictionary cards were obtained by machine processing

of the document cards.

*
(3) Program Functions

a Tape writing program

1. The contents of one dictionary word card are read, the format

of which is specified by Table IlI-A.

2. The input data is scanned and checked to see that the format

of the data is correct and that only allowable characters are

used, e.g., no numeric information in the field reserved for

the dictionary word, Any error found causes termination of

the program.

IM ps qp pwftm thwee ftunttom but not wonesarily in the order given.
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TABLE III-A

FORMAT FOR DICTIONARY DATA PUNCHED CARDS

Columns Data

3 - 12 Word (alphabetic characters, hyphen, or bDlank)

19 -22 Serial number of word, octal notation for 12 bit
binary number

25 - 28 Serial number of See-also reference, octal notation

for 12 bit binary numbe.:

75 "S" if the word is a synonym, blank otherwise

77 - 80 Card sequence number (not used in computer)

TABLE III-B

FORMAT FOR DOCMIENT DATA PUNCHED CARDS

Columns Data

3 - 6 Accession number: 4 decimal digits

8 Card number: 1 (2) 1

11 - 20 Word numbar 1 (5)2

21 Asterisk for word number 1 (5)3

22 Link for words 1 (5) and 2 (6)4

25 - 34 Word number 2 (6)

35 Asterisk for word number 2 (6)

36 Link for words 2 (6) and 3 (7)

39 - 4n Word number 3 (7)

49 Asterisk for word number 3 (7)

50 Link for words number 3 (7) and 4 (8)

53 - 62 Word number 4 (8)

63 Asterisk for words number 4 (8)

64 Link for words 4 and 55

Note: .. "s are two cards per document, the numbers in parenthesis refer

_av .. second card of the pair.

2. Alý,;.betic character, hyphen, or blank, only.

3. Asturisk or blank only.

4. Blank or 1 only

5. Column 64 on the second card of the pair always has a blank.
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Note: This checking is extensive and comprises a major

portion of the program, however, this is justified

since errors that are allowed to pass uncorrected

will propagati through the system.

3 The data is written onto magnetic tape and an automatic check
9

is made by the computer. If a error results during the check

9 2
a program interrupt occurs. For purposes of this program, it

is assumed that such an error cannot be corrected and the program 92

terminates.
9 2

Note: It can be seen from 2 and 3 that any flaw whatsoever 9
during the execution of the program causes its

termination. This has been done to insure perfection 98
in the resulting magnetic tape.

b Dictionary MIRF program
- Notes'.

I The magnetic tape generated in a above is read, one dictionary

word (and its associated dnta) at a time.

2 This data is translated both in format and code as specified

in Tables Ill-C, III-E, III-G, and III-H.

3 A dictionary wiring card is punched in the format specified

by Table MIl-C.

c Docuipent MIRF program

1 A pair of document data punched cards is read and checked

for correct format, i.e, data associated with one document.

2 The magnetic tape generated in a above is scanned for

the corresponding serial number (and see-also serial number)

for each descriptor word.

3 Once the serial numbers fcr all words of a given document are

found, the superimposed code for that document is computed.

1114
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TABLE III-C

FORMAT OF RECORD FOR DICTIONARY MIRF viNRING PUNCHED CARD

How Col. Data

9 1 Presence of See-also referencep one core.

9 2 - 25 Word cerial number, 12 bits, two cores per bit.
See Tables VII and VIII for the bit code.

9 26 - 27 Single odd parity bit for the word serial numbero tvo cores.

See Tables VII and VIII for the bit code.

9 28 - 39 See-also reference serial unmber: 12 bits, one core per bit. 2

9 40 Single odd parity bit for the see-also reference serial
number, one core.

9 41 to iDictionary word, 10 characters, 5 bits per character, 2
8 6, (cores per bit. See Table V for the character code. 3

Notes:
1. Punch (a binary 1) indicates absence of see-also reference.
2. If there is no see-also reference, the see-also reference aerial

number is to be all binary ones (including the parity bit.)
3. If there are less than 10 characters, say n, then character n + 1

must be a "blank" code (see Table V). Characters n + 2, *.., 10
should have the "special" code of Table V.
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TABLE III-E

ALPHABETIC CODE FOR DESCRIPTOR

Punching Code

Character 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

B 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

C 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

D i 0 0 ! 0 1 1 0 1 0

E 1 0 0 i 0 1 1 0 0 i

F 10 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

G 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

H 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

I 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

J 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

K 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

L 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

M 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0

N 01 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

P 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

Q 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

R 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

S 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

T 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

u 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

V 1 1 0 0 1 0 01

w 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

Y 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

Z 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

I•LANK 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

- (HYPHEIN) 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

SPECIAL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Nuote: The alphabetic code is a five bit, 2 core p•r bit code.
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TABLE III-F

ACCESSION UMM DECIMAL DIGIT CODE

Punching Code

Digit 1 2 3 4 567 8

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

3 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1

4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

6 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

"1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

80 1 0 1 1 0 1 0

9 0 1 0 1 1 o 0 1

TABLE 111-G

PBIMAY WORD SER~IAL YL,@W BlT CODE

Punching Code

Bit 1 2

o 1 0

1 1 1

TABLE 111-

sYNr WID SCRIAL MNO Brr CODE

Punching Code
rit ?

0 0 0

1 1 1
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4. The format and code of segments of the input data, the

serial numbers, and the superimposed code are translated

as specified by Tables III-D, II-F, and III-G.

5. A document wiring card is punched in the format specified

by Table III-D.
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TABLE III-D

FMA .- OFR! F FO DOOCLUMW MY WIRIG PUNCHED CARD

Row Coltn Data

9 1 asterisk for word number 1

9 2 linking bit for words 1 and 22

9 3-14 serial number of word ni,:nber 1 (Sn-I)

9 25 odd parity bit for SN-I

9 16 asterisk for word number 23

9 17 li.nking bit for words 2 and 3

9 18-29 SN-2

9 30 odd parity bit for SN-2

9 31 asterisk for word number 3

9 32 inrkir.oz bit for words 3 and 4

9 33-44 SN-3

9 45 odd parity for SN-3

9 4•6 asterisk for word number 4

9 47 linkidbngit far words 4 and 5

9 146-59 S-

9 60 odd parity for SN-4

9 61 asterisk for word number 5

9 62 lUn}ing bit for words 5 and 6

9 63-74 SN-5

9 75 odd parity for SN-5

9 76 asterisk for word number 6

9 77 Inhdag bit for words 6 and 7

9 78 to SN-6

Note, 1. A ,--net (a binary 1) indicates no asterisk

2. A punch indiate: no link

3. If there ar, lose than eight dictionary warda.then after the last word
do not punch the next asterisk and link and then panch over hole to
(and in oudig) roy 8 oi=A 40.
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TABL, III-D (CONT'D.)

Row Column Data

8 10 odd parity for SN-6

8 Ii asterisk for word nu.miber 7

8 12 ln1ting bit for words 7 and 8

8 13-24 SN-7

8 25 odd parity for SN-7

8 26 asterisk for word number 8

8 27 unused linking bit,

8 28-39 SN-8

8 40 odd parity for SN-8

8 41-72 accession number, 4 decimal digits, 4 bits per digit,

2 cores per bit. See Table VI for code.

8 73-74 odd parity bit for accession number,2 cores.

7 1 to search field. 80 bits, one core per bit

7 80

Note: Columns 75 to 80 in row 8 are not used.
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APPENDIX IV

PREPAMTION OF Tl12 WIRED ITEM TRAYS

.1. luit t.od. et iun

The 1,000 document indexes and the 1,000 dictionary words of the delivered

experimental model require storage of more than one-third of a million bits of

information. The document index and dictionary word Information is stored in

permanent patterns of wiring asi-ociated with arrays of magnetic cores. The actual

wiring patterns are implemented in modular form, as can be seen by reference to

Fig, 29. This photograph shows an item tray that contains the detailed wiring for

286 words of the dictionary. In order to insure the greatest possible accuracy

of the wired In Information, two steps were taken. First, the raw data for the

documents were computer-processed to give a set of punched cards that contain the

detailed wiring information (see Appendix I11). Second, a wiring scheme was devised

which presented the detailed wiring information in a very simple form and which

included a means of checking the accuracy of the wiring as the wiring was actually

done. In this scheme, the path that a wire was to take was delineated by a set

of lights in an array of incandescent lamps.

D. D',scription of Wiring Aid

An over-all view of the item tray wiring equipment (wiring aid) is shown in

iiz. :!' '. -.. a ept) w.LrIt tra* Its ia*.wj on the i4tring jig in frut oul the

operator. Number 36 Nylese wire Is taken from a spool through a tensioning device

to the top of a special wiring tool (shown In the hand of the operator). The wire

from the bottom of the wiring tool Is first solderei to the common bus shown iýt

the upper left part of the wiring tray, The tool i• then movec along the path

spocified by the pattern of lights, leaving the wire wound in the desired pattern

around the item tray bobbins. At the left center of the photograph, the punc• Id

card reader can be seen. This Taurus Corporation czrd reader tests al posit- ns

on one input card at a time (140 positions for a dictionary card and I I poso.t one

tor a document index card). A closed contact resultý for every hole i. the pr ched
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card and open contact results for the absence of a hole. Each closed contact of

the card reader furnishes a unit of urrent to the corresponding lamp in the

wiring aid. Auxiliary circuits that are used in connection mith the incandescent

lamps are contained in the chassis that is shown behind the card reader.

Figure IV-2 shows a close-up of a partially wired dictionary item tray mounted

on the wiring jig. The wiring jig consists essentially of a heavy aluminum plate

with an array of square pegs that match the set of bnbbins on the item tray. The

outside dimensions of the square steel pegs are slightly smaller than the inside

dimensions of the bobbins, thus permitting the item tray to be mounted over the

wiring jig. Pairs of the wiring jig pegs are associated with single magnetic

cores. The top two rows of pegs are associated with one set of cores, the next

two rows with a different set of cores, etc. It will be noted that the center of

each square peg is hollow and contains a component. The upper peg of each pair

contains a miniature toggle switch with the bat handle operating in the vertical

dimension. The lower peg og the pair contains a small incandescent light bulb.

Depending upon the setting of the toggle switch and the condition of the corres-

ponding swiLch in the card reader, a light bulb will receive zero, one, or two

units of current. Consequently, a light bulb may be off, on at medium (brilliance

yellow), or full brilliance (white).

The procedure for using the wiring equipment was as follows. First, all the

it ,,& e,ches were put into their initial position (down). Then the card

reader was closed with no card Inierted so that all switches would be closed.

The array of lights in the wiring jig was then checked to make sure that every one

was on at medium brilliance. This check made sure that all switches of the card

reader were operating properly and that no light bulb had burned out. The punched

card of the item to be wired was then inserted into the card reader. A pattern

of lights in the wiring jig consisting of sowm lights on at medium brilliance and
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some off was then obtained. The wire that was to be strung along the path

outlined by the light? was first soldered to a terminal of the common bus. The

wireman then started the special wiring tool at the upper left corner of the

wiring jig and followed spczific rules at each bobbin position. If the light was

on, the rool was moved paut the tap of Lth ;g that held the toggle switch. If

the light was off, the tool was moved through the center of the pair of pegs and

their associated bobbins. It was easy to move the wiring tool in such a path

because the flanges of the paper bobbins formed a smooth surface on which the

flange of the wiring tool could ride. Whenever the wiring tool passed through

the center of a pair, the cam-shaped surface of the wiring tool flange caused the

toggle switch to be thrown into the upper position. This caused the lamp to come

on at medium brilliance. At the end of a perfect wiring operation, all lamps

were on at the medium brilliance. Any error was easily detected. If a position

had be"n threaded by mistake, the toggle switch would have been operated and an

extr., unit of current would make the lamp come on at white brilliance. If a

position thal should have been threaded was missed, the check toggle switch stayed

in its initial condition and the lamp remained off. Both the lamp off and lamp

at white brilliance could be easily distinguished from ,he medium brilliance of

the lamp.

After all bobbin positions of a given row had been used, the wiring tool

was passed around a pair of terminal posts and started through a row of bobbins

in the reverse direction. Half of the items were wound on bobbins that corres-

ponded to one leg of the array of cores, and the other half was wound on bobbins

that corroapondcd to the Q i leg of the aagnetic core. It can b4 seen in the

photograph that all the wircs that begin at the upper terminal board are wound

around the row of bobbins nearest the top of the item tray. At the rightband erd

of this row, the wires pass over insulated posts and return right to left on

the fourth row from the top. At the loft end of the fourth row, the wires pass

over two closely spaced insulated posts and go left to right on the fifth row of

IV.,



of bobbins. The group of item wires that begin on the lefthand terminal board

are wound on the bobbins in the second row from the top and returzn on the bobbins

of the third row, etc. After a wire was wound on a complete set of bobbins, it

was carried past bobbins used as binding posts to a sub-assembly of diodes. Here

the wire was cut to length and soldered to one end of a diode.

C. Results of Using Wiring Aid

This wiring arrangement worked well in practice. The number of item wires

that could be inserted per hour varied with the individual wireman, ranging from

less than 40 to more than 60 for the document item tray which required wiring

of 234 bobbins. The accuracy of the wiring was probably as good as can be expected

when a human operator is involved. In the dictionary item trays, errors were

made in less than 20 out of 1070 item wires. Most errors were single position

errors, but a few were double position errors. If 25 total errors is taken as a

round number, the error rate is one in 6,000 operations (there are 150,000

operations in wiring the dictionary trays). The accuracy of wiring the document

item trays was somewhat better. One source of error was the operator's tendency

to cheat on the check feature of the wiring equipment in order to speed-up the

wiring process, by using her finger instead of the wiring tool to operate the

check toggle switch.
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APPENDIX V

ALTERNATE METHODS OF' FREPARING WIRED-IN INFORMATION

The use of small wire wound on specially prepared bobbin trays is a satisfactory

means of constructing 'he permanent store when the number of items is relatively

small. However, it is recugnized that this method would not be suitable if the

number of items exceeded 5 or 10 thousand. During the development of the experi-

mental Multiple Instantaneous Response File a small effort was directed toward

investigating alternate methods of preparing the wired-in information. The object

of this work was to select a method that could be used to prepare approximately

100 document index items and to make a comparison with the physical wire imple.-

mentation.

Because of the very limitod funds available for this effort, seveiva restric-

tions were placed on the fabrication techniques that c,'uld be investigated. The

fundamental incompatibility of the aims and the means was that fabrication tech-

niques that can be used in quantity production require large initial outlay of

money that was not available. Because of this limitation one of the most attractive

methods of preparing the wired-in information could not be investigated. This

method involves the controlled punching of holes in a continuous conductor

"ladder" laeyd down on a thin insulating shGet tn form a path that threads and

bypasses core positions in the desired way (the init'.&L cost of dies required for

11, h a st udy would h ve cost more than 1/3 of the total funds Aillotted to this

work) ).

The' approach that oflered the most promise of rests within the ground rules

f,! tht, invstigat ion could be des( ribed as a printed circuit technique. A roll

of copptr coated mylar shvet (1/2 ounce copper on 2 mui mylar), obtained from the

e•. RADC-TR-61-233, "Multiple Instantaneous Response File," by J. Goldberg et al,

pp. 17,$-178
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Sý aItIdahl Corporation, was cut up into pieces approximately the same sitz as the

phenolic boards of the item trays. About 150 such sheets were piled up in a

thick sandwich and held together under pressure by two heavy aluminum plates.

The same drilling Jig that was used in preparing the phenolic boards foz the item

trays was used, to drill a complete set of clearance holes in the stack of mylar

sheets. This method was quite successful, giving blank sheets with a set of very

clean clearance holes. Aligning holes for positioning the mylar sheets in a

submodule comparable to an item tray were also drilled while the mylar sheet

sandwich was still assembled.

The detailed wiring information was put on a corper coated Bylar sheet by

drawing a line on the copper with a pen and special ink. The wiring aid used

with the physical wires was modified Plightly for preparing tne mylar sheet items.

After the punched card of the particular item was placed in the card reader and

the pattern of lights in the wiring jig was set up, the blank mylar sheet was

placed on the wiring jig with the copper sddc up. Then a 50 mil wide line was

drawn using the same instructions that were used with the wired item trays

(wherever the control light was on, a hortrontal line was drawn abo-,e the square

peg, and wherever ,A light was off, a horizontal line was drawn in the center of

the pair of pegs. Vertical lines connecting the horizontal segments were then

added). The marked mylar sheet thus obtained was then passed through an etching

bath, and all the copper except that needed to define the item conductor path was

removed. A finished mylar item sheet is shown in Fig. V-I . It will be noted

in this photograph that the wiring conductor is connected to a bus at the top of

the sheet and to another bus at 'he lower part of the sheet. These copper are"

ore used for connecting the item conductor to a common bus at one end and to a

diode at the other. It will alio be noted that a copper border has been loft on

the mylar sheet. This is for strictly mechanical purposes in order to keep a

uniform thickness of the item sheet all around the edges. Seventy Li-. such

In this photograph, the top edge appears wavy bec'tuse the mylar sheet was not
flat against the backboard.
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sheets, each containing all the information of a real document index, were

stacked and properly connected to the common bus and to output diodes to form a

small mylar sheet submodule. This module is completely interchangeable with the

wired trays and can be used in the document MIRF unit.

The preparation of the etched item sheets can be considered a limited success.

Seventy five of about a hundred item sheets that were prepared in the wiring jig

could be used in the mylar sheet submodule. About 25 percent of the sheets con-

tained discontinuities in the conductor, ranging from width of a few mils to as

much as about 30 mils. One difficulty appears to be the lack of control in the

etching process. With copper as thin as 0.7 mil, overetching is a problem. Also,

cleaning of the copper surface before the lines are inked requires special

attention. Commercial degreasing techniques were tried unsuccessfully and the

sheets finally used were cleaned by a weak pre-etch treatment. Handling of the

cleaned sheets was also done with care. The operator worked with gloves and

covered the copper surface with pounce. In spite of these precautions there is

some evidence of the ink flaking away after it had dried. These difficulties are

probably more a part of the experimertal approach than of the basic techniques.

It is believed that proper controls could be held in quantity production and

that a good yield of item sheets could be expected.

The item sheets that were prepared for the experimental model contained one

item per sheet. This was done to simplify the preparation of these sheets. In

practice, at least two item conductors could be placed on one mylar sheet, one

being associated with one leg of the magnetic core nytd the other being associated

with the other leg. By using a mylar sheet with copper on both sides of the mylar

it would seem feasible to have as many as four items per mylar sheet. In this

case an insulator would have to be placed between adjacent item sheets.


